Jury selection, take two

Judicial Court Jury re-selected after Greek Council President overlooks amended constitution (Patnode, p.3)
ROTC still in their foxhole
by Courtney DiNapoli

About two years ago the college senate of MSU requested that the administration stop all contact with ROTC. The reason for this change in support is the Army’s policy of accepting homosexual recruits.

However, ROTC has a display table located in the Student Center. At this table students are free to express their interest, ask questions, and obtain information regarding all ROTC programs.

In justification, Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs Dr. Richard Lynde replied that “anyone who has something to say can come on to campus and set up a demonstration.”

MSU has not had a ROTC class on campus since the early 1980’s. Prior to the disagreement, the administration would work with ROTC by sending all recruits to either Seton Hall University or the New Jersey Institute of Technology, where the courses were made available.

Upon discovering the military’s stand on the issue of homosexual recruits, the college senate wrote up a resolution asking ROTC to change their policy. The resolution stated that MSU would break all contact unless they complied.

A rule of ROTC, according to Lynde, is that no one can participate in any military branch who admits being a homosexual and are recruited and are asked to supply that information.

The resolution was denied and MSU broke off all involvement with ROTC.

"MSU does nothing to support ROTC since the senate asked us not to." “MSU has prided itself on being an open campus,” he continues, “and this means that we can’t stop people from walking on campus.”

It is also ROTC’s Constitutional right of freedom of speech to be able to be here. Despite their presence in the Student Center, the ROTC, does not have the support of MSU.

Open-forum flops
by Rebecca Koetting

On Thursday, Nov. 3, a hearing was held before the Personnel Committee of the Board of Trustees, regarding the issue of Campus Police wanting to carry fire arms.

According to Sgt. Lloyd of Campus Police, they have been advised to avoid publicly commenting on the issue until it is resolved at the boards meeting next December 8.

Lloyd said, “The Union was given two hours to express our concerns,” which he feels were heard. He also commented that police chiefs from little Falls, Clifton and Montclair all came in support of the issue.

Opinions on campus vary. Many people, including junior Brian Becker and freshman Greg Annicchiaro, do not think that Campus Police is “significant enough” to warrant fire arms being carried.

People who have been victims of campus crime have a different view. Celia Jimenez, a junior, had her car stolen. She said, “If criminals knew campus police had guns, it would keep them off our campus and deter crime.”

Shane Scala, a junior English major, whose sister was mugged here last year, said he “wants this campus to be safe.”

Crime statistics are available to anyone who does not believe that crime is an issue at MSU. According to Lloyd, these statistics were given to the Board of Trustees.

“The situation of violence in America tells the whole story,” he said, "and MSU is no exception.”

Many students fear that giving Campus Police guns will create a safety problem. Police Officer Ray Rotella of the Little Falls Police Department is an expert on fire arms and the training officer for his department and spoke on behalf of Campus Police at the meeting.

Junior Danny Mark believes there is a “problem with guns already. By giving Campus Police guns it is just adding the gun violence in America.”

On Thursday, November 3, a hearing was held before the Personnel Committee of the Board of Trustees regarding the issue of Campus Police wanting to carry fire arms.

Lloyd said, “The Union was given two hours to express our concerns,” which he feels were heard. He also commented that police chiefs from little Falls, Clifton and Montclair all came in support of the issue.

Opinions on campus vary. Many people, including junior Brian Becker and freshman Greg Annicchiaro, do not think that Campus Police is “significant enough” to warrant fire arms being carried.

People who have been victims of campus crime have a different view. Celia Jimenez, a junior, had her car stolen. She said, “If criminals knew campus police had guns, it would keep them off our campus and deter crime.”

Shane Scala, a junior English major, whose sister was mugged here last year, said he “wants this campus to be safe.”

Crime statistics are available to anyone who does not believe that crime is an issue at MSU. According to Lloyd, these statistics were given to the Board of Trustees.

“The situation of violence in America tells the whole story,” he said, “and MSU is no exception.”

Many students fear that giving Campus Police guns will create a safety problem. Police Officer Ray Rotella of the Little Falls Police Department is an expert on fire arms and the training officer for his department and spoke on behalf of Campus Police at the meeting.

Junior Danny Mark believes there is a “problem with guns already. By giving Campus Police guns it is just adding the gun violence in America.”

Dennis Yusko, a junior, said, “It’s just a power trip. Campus Police are not police, they are only security.”

Shane Scala, a junior English major, said, “I sympathize with their plight, but the risk of an accident is too great.”

Toughest job but at least the trip is free
by David Orta and Camille Perrin

The Peace Corps, a non-profit organization that helps countries in the process of developing, will hold interviews for MSU students from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. next Wednesday.

Malcolm Aste, a recruiter for Peace Corps, who spent three years in Togo, a small West African country, in a village with no running water or electricity, promised that the Peace Corps’ motto, “the toughest job you’ll ever love,” holds true.

“The Peace Corps is a job; it is not a vacation,” Aste said. It is “the most powerful experience” a person wishing to get away from the “dollar mentality” can hope to have, Aste said.

Peace Corps volunteers are required to serve two years as well as three months of training. During the three months of training, the volunteer is taught the language spoken by the native people as well as receiving cross cultural and technical training. Once stationed in a country, volunteers receive a monthly living allowance which is cost-adjusted for each country.

While working one on one with people in a host country, a Peace Corps volunteer will attempt to provide technical assistance, export a “gentler face of American culture,” and bring the culture of the host country back to America, Aste said.

When accepted into the Peace Corps, a volunteer will be allowed to choose three geographical preferences, although Aste said that the placement will be determined by where the specific skills of the applicant are needed most.

Volunteers will have all transportation, housing, medical and dental expenses paid for, as well as a monthly stipend which, Aste said, will allow volunteers to live comfortably in their host country.

To be eligible for an interview, a student must have completed a BA/BS degree by June 1995 to September 1995. They must also have a completed application for Peace Corps on file and must sign up for the interview by Nov. 14 in Career Services.

According to Aste, about 30 percent of all applicants actually become volunteers.

Honorary Degrees for Commencement 1995

Nominations for honorary degrees for Commencement 1995 are due in the President’s office by Thursday, November 17. Letters of nomination must include the name of the nominee as well as the name of the nominator and a brief description of those accomplishments which may qualify the candidate for nomination. You may wish to consult with an individual prior to submitting his or her name for consideration.

Please be certain the background information you provide addresses the criteria established by the honorary degree policy: “Honorary degrees may be awarded by he Board of Trustees to persons who have achieved a record of major distinction at the state or national level in such areas as education, science, arts, public service, research, humanities, business, and the professions. Under circumstances approved by the Board, honorary degrees may be awarded to persons who, though they have not achieved national or statewide recognition, have made an especially outstanding and significant contribution to Montclair State to higher education.” The Honorary Degree Committee and the Board will rely on the information provided by the nominator to make their decisions.
Gree k C ouncil president goof requires
new jurors as Greek opinion changes

by Sheila Patnode

Jury for Greek Council judicial court had to be re-selected after an updated set of amendments were found requiring Greek Council to have 20 representatives for the court opposed to the 15 that were selected last week.

The court date was reset for Tuesday, Nov. 15 at 5 p.m. in the case where Delta Kappa Psi fraternity is being charged with behavior unbecoming to a member of the Greek community as a result of a member putting a Confederate flag over the fraternity’s wooden letters in the commuter cafeteria.

“The policies on file in the Greek Council office did not reflect the Spring 1993 amendments,” Greek Council President Mike Costa said. “I took the blame myself publicly on Tuesday at the Greek Council meeting.”

Costa said the amendment was changed from 15 Greek Council and 20 SGA Legislator representatives to 20 Greek Council and 15 SGA Legislator representatives, “in order to give Greeks more say in Greek affairs.”

Delta Kappa Psi President Joe Ellis said, “I’m upset because we’ve already gone through picking a jury and he (Costa) should have taken more care to find the updated amendments.”

Costa said that the amendments were brought to his attention by SGA Vice President April Steinmetz, who had helped write the amendments when she was attorney general.

SGA President Sal Anderton spoke of the mistake at Wednesday night’s SGA meeting.

“The former jurors were called before hand so that they would know what was going on,” he said. “They weren’t worried about it.”

Several judicial courts have been held since the amendments were written in 1993 but the jury never had to be re-selected as a result of using an outdated constitution.

The new Greek Council jurors have more Latino sororities and fraternities represented than before, Costa said. The majority of SGA jurors are not members of Greek organizations.

Delta Kappa Psi “struck” four organizations from sitting on the jury. Greek Council struck five. Last week the fraternity was accused by a Greek Council representative of being racist when they struck three predominantly black organizations from sitting on the jury without giving reason, which they are allowed to do according to the Greek Council constitution.

This week, Delta Kappa Psi struck one predominantly black organization without giving a reason and two organizations, one predominantly Latino and one predominantly black organization, showing possible bias as a cause.

Greek Council, represented by Costa, struck five predominantly white organizations, three without cause and two giving possible bias as a cause.

Costa said that the attitude of Greeks has changed from demanding judicial court to “feeling sympathetic towards Delta” as a result of the national media attention this incident has received.

Still, Costa insists that Greek Council judicial court be held because since many people recognize the commuter cafeteria as a Greek room, whatever one Greek does there, reflects on all Greeks.

President's fireside chat

by Neil Fardin

President Reid said that MSU could have been a university back in 1966, because of its strong undergraduate program, faculty, graduate program and library facilities.

“Montclair State is equivalent or superior to other public universities in the state,” said Reid.

The doctorate degree is in “our future,” as well as developing a stronger undergraduate and master’s program, said Reid. “We have over 200 majors, minors and concentrations at Montclair State. We are the most comprehensive university in the state,” said Reid.

President Reid addressed the issue of tuition increase by saying that MSU had one of the lowest increases last year compared to any other state institution. Out of 12 public institutions in the state, MSU has the sixth highest tuition and is the second largest public university in the state with 14,000 students.

Tuition at MSU is not going to change significantly just because it’s a university, said Reid.

President Reid said that on-campus crime is an issue that all universities are concerned with.

“Crime at Montclair State is not very high, but one crime is too many if someone is hurt or assaulted,” said Reid. “We’re always seeking ways to cut down on crime,” he said.

“We have adequate police coverage, but we could always use more,” said Reid. In 1987-88, there were 37 police and security on campus. That number has dropped over the years.

“Safety and the perception of feeling safe is what’s important,” said Reid. To help improve safety, President Reid and colleagues are looking into better lighting on-campus. More police foot patrol and more guard booths checking people entering and leaving the campus.

President Reid would not comment about campus police carrying guns. He did say that the police filed a personal grievance against the institution and hearings will be held on the issue. “We have to look at it as if it’s going to have a part in the overall safety. Given the type of crimes we have, are guns going to reduce crime,” said Reid.

There is talk about building a parking garage where the tennis courts are located. It would start on the lower road and rise upwards along the side of the hill. There is a hook- those who want to use it have to pay for it, said Reid. There are 12,000 cars a day on-campus and 1,000 can stay overnight. “The only space left to go is vertically,” he said.

President Reid wants to stress Global Education at MSU. He wants to attract speakers from throughout the world to come and talk on campus, as well as increase the study abroad program. Reid would like to get worldwide knowledge of MSU. “I want the students to be prepared and recognized in the world,” said Reid.

“I call this the Year of the Student. I want to bring attention to the needs of the students, in all areas,” said Reid.

One of President Reid’s immediate goals is to provide on-campus services for students. There will be an Academic Success Center located in Morehead

MSU President Irvin Reid.

Hall which will help undergraduates grow and prosper as students.

Along with the Academic Success Center, the New Student Experience is a program to help students excel in areas where they are weak (math, reading, computers). There will also be a new master’s program which will include the addition of legal studies and fine arts. “I want the college years of a student at Montclair State to be a blast of an experience,” said Reid. “The college degree of entry (to the world) in the future will be the master’s,” said Reid.

President Reid hopes to expand computer growth on campus. Networking and student account numbers (where students can do homework at home on
Making good with the bad standing issue

by Kristina Mathison

After the release of the Oct. 27 article in the MONTCLARION involving the bad standing of two football players charged with weapons possession and aggravated assault, Dean of Students Helen Matusow-Ayres was disapponted that she was not asked to comment on the situation.

Matusow-Ayres commented, “At the moment I am enforcing the policy as stated in the student handbook.”

The policy reads, “Pending action on the charges, the status of a student should not be altered.” Her right to be present on the campus and to attend classes suspended, except for reasons relating to the safety and well-being of students, faculty or college property.

Matusow-Ayres said that the current policy is being revised so that it “will be more specific and will further ensure due process and good hearing procedures.”

Currently, it is the dean of students responsibility to hold preliminary investigations once a report is filed. If there is no eminent danger and the student admits guilt, a sanction is decided by the initial Hearing Committee. The Hearing Committee consists of two administrators, two faculty members, three students and one advisor; the Associate Dean of Students James Harris. Matusow-Ayres stressed the fact that the meeting is not a prosecution but is an educational hearing.

The student charged may appeal to the Senate Committee within ten days if there was a procedural defect, the decision was arbitrary or if they believe the sanction to be too severe.

Matusow-Ayres noted that unless there is eminent danger to campus life, students are innocent until proven guilty or their testimony is heard by the hearing committee. The decision of whether or not eminent danger is involved is primarily a judgement call which the dean of students must make.

“I have to protect the campus community,” said Matusow-Ayres.

Don’t fix what’s already broken

by Kathyrn Dean

The broken basement door in Life Hall that provided entry to burglars last March was discovered by the MONTCLARION to be broken once again.

Two weeks ago, the MONTCLARION placed an inquiry to Campus Police about the door which resulted in a padlock being put in place. According to Sgt. Paul Cell, during the course of the summer various officers reported that the door was not secure.

“A lot of the guys found it open but secured it,” Cell said. Cell said that generally the officers do building checks every night from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. If a door is found open, the officer tries to secure it. If the door is broken, a worker order is written and submitted to the facilities department.

Work orders are not written up for the doors that the officers succeed in securing.

Tom Stepnoski, assistant Vice-President for facilities, said that he received the work orders from Campus Police and is working on the problems in the area.

Stepnoski disagrees with the decision to put a padlock on the door saying, “A padlock on an exterior door is an invention to secure the door for a limited period of time.”

Joanne Owens, managing director of the Theater Series, who first placed a complaint with the Facilities Office about the Life Hall locks and doors, was unaware the basement door was broken again.

Owens said that following the MONTCLARION article, the locks and the door with a broken window were replaced and that now “the rooms are as secure at they possibly could be.”

Stepnoski is not certain when or if that particular door will be upgraded along with the other doors in Life Hall and across campus.

End of the Rainbow

by Stacy Studnick

The Chapin Fund, an emergency loan fund made available to students, has become somewhat of a puzzle to MSU students, being referred to in the past as the “hidden pot of gold.”

Current assets of the fund have seemed to remain a mystery, but now it is revealed that the fund holds approximately $50,000 with an interest amounting to around $3,000 annually.

The board’s policy is to grant funds using money from the operating capital of the fund on an “as needed” basis. It does not take money from the principle balance of $50,000. This is to ensure that future generations of students will be able to make use of the fund.

The Dean of Students, Helen Matusow-Ayres, and the Financial Aid offices decide who is to receive the loans. Actual funds are distributed by the Faculty Student Co-op. The business office handles the returns of the fund.

It has been four years since the last contribution to the fund, which was for $25. Recently, alumni support of the fund has been barely sufficient.

The Chapin fund was established in 1927 in honor of Dr. Charles S. Chapin, the founding president of the Montclair Normal School. His practice of giving small interest-free loans to students from his own resources provided an incentive for this type of aid.

Alumni originally set up the fund as an independent organization with its own board of trustees.

In 1974, however, the fund merged with the Montclair State College Alumni Association and was left to the Alumni Association board to administer.

SGA to respond to future student concerns. “The best we can hope for is people to come forward,” Matusow-Ayres said.

SGA President Sall Anderson said the incident is an opportunity to, “open up the dialogue between races.”

Anderson said the SGA will team up with the department of African Studies to start multi-cultural programming.

Many students refused to comment on OSAs reaction to the flag, but Constance DeMartino, a sophomore majoring in English, said, “Some people don’t see a white hood as being a big deal.”

Speaking under the condition that their names not be printed, several students said that hanging a confederate flag is not illegal, so why is Delta Kappa Psi being brought up in Greek trial.
Career Services fights unemployment at MSU

by Anne Johansen, Lisa Brunell and Nick Guntaitis

There is still time for seniors to register for the Fall 1994 on-campus recruitment for employment which is being held from Nov. 1 to Dec. 7, said Lynne Davies, assistant director of Career Services.

The fall 1994 recruitment offers seniors who will graduate in either January 1995 or May 1995, the opportunity to meet with employers for interviews.

Seniors who want to attend the recruitment must sign up at the Career Services Office and bring copies of their resume for the office to keep on file.

Davies said that there are 43 companies interviewing upcoming graduates. Twenty companies will interview students of all majors, three are interested in computer science students, five are recruiting accounting majors and one is looking for journalism students.

All companies are looking for minimum GPA's, ranging from 2.8 to 3.5.

Davies said that these interviews usually preliminary and later interviews take place on the job site, consequently Career Services does not know the number of students who actually get jobs through this process.

Some of the companies interviewing on campus this fall are CNBC, ADP, Price Waterhouse, State Farm Insurance, Levi's Furniture, Pizza Hut, UPS, Panasonic, MCI, Bell Atlantic and Prudential.

"The resume is more important than ever in getting an interview," Davies said. About 75 percent of the companies that are represented at the recruitment will pre-screen the resumes before deciding whether to give an interview or not, Davies said.

Students should be familiar with their resumes and be prepared to speak about them during interviews. The interview viewing that will be held during the on-campus recruitment will last approximately a half an hour.

However, even the best resume won't gain a student a job. During the interview, communication skills are very important. Companies want students who write and speak well.

Starting salaries can vary. Jobs in retail generally pay from $20,000 to $25,000 a year, while accounting students who get jobs in the Big 6 firms can expect to start from $28,000 to $32,000 a year.
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their computer and send it to their teacher) are in the future, said Reid.

Before coming to MSU, President Reid was the dean of the School of Business Administration and professor of Business Administration at the University of Tennessee-Chattanooga. Reid said he resisted many administrative jobs in the past and there were some that he got stuck with. He wasn't reluctant to take the job here. "I wanted to be President of Montclair State," he said.

The first thing Reid did when he started at MSU was to meet with staff from various departments. "The first year I sat in on a number of meetings and listened, taking notes," he said.

Those notes lead to his vision statement which was written during one weekend in the Poconos in 1990. "MSU needed a focus," he said. The vision statement is Reid's view of the opportunities and challenges MSU faces now and into the future.

When asked what he thought about the food in the Blanton Hall cafeteria President Reid said, "The food can always be improved." MSU has had a food service for over 25 years. Aldan (the food service) has to meet the needs of students, said Reid. "They (Aldan) should talk with the students and stay in touch with their needs. If one hall isn't good, then they're all not good," he said.

Reid lives in a state-owned house right on campus. "I own another home in addition to the one provided by MSU," said Reid. On Halloween, Reid was visited by a number of trick-or-treaters from Bohn Hall. "You could hear them coming a mile away," he said.

When asked about the "escort" he has on campus, President Reid said with a smile, "I don't have a police escort, it's just a driver who takes me to Trenton, where I go three times a week." He is able to do work in the car while traveling, he said.
At $8,395, you'll have plenty of money left for gas. At 44 mpg/city, you might not need it.

The newest Geo. Metro, from $8,395:

- Metro Coupe gets an EPA est. MPG of 44 in the city and 49 on the highway.
- A warranty covers Geo. Metro from one end to the next.
  And that's with no deductible... zero... none whatsoever!
- Metro comes with first-time buyer assistance.
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Ms. Montclair, the sexiest woman at MSU

by Tania Dakkar

It's every girl's dream... to be the one picked out of many - to be singled out as the girl with the best looks, personality, talent and intelligence. This was the hope, the dream, the goal of the contestants of the Ms. Montclair pageant, which was held Monday night by the Sigma Delta Tau sorority.

The pageant consisted of a lingerie, talent and evening gown competitions. There was also a question round. Beautiful trophies, prizes and roses were awarded to the winners. In third place was Mike "Michelle" Katz of Delta Chi sponsored by Delta Chi. Second place went to Eric "Erica" Hinkle sponsored by Theta Kappa Chi. And the reigning queen, Ms. Montclair 1994 is... Gary "Georgette" Odendahl from Tau Phi Beta. When asked about how he felt about being reigning queen, Odendahl said, "I feel that partaking in this event makes me feel that I can express the feminine feelings that have been suppressed within me from the time of my birth. I love everyone! Thank you!"

Fundraising Chair of Sigma Delta Tau Tricia Truera said that she felt that the evening was a great success. "The contestants and the audience made the evening," she said.

"The sorority is very grateful for everyone's support," Truera said. "The pageant was for a good cause. At least half of the proceeds will be donated to our philanthropy, The National Prevention of Child Abuse. The money will be used to buy Christmas presents." The sorority also stated that the evening was meant in no way to offend anyone. It is "not to make a mockery of anybody or anything. The evening was simply for fun and entertainment for the students of Montclair."

Co-Fundraising Chair of Sigma Delta Tau Anna Crocca was in charge of all of the contestants, the people who helped with the evening and her sisters who were dressed in tuxedos who escorted the "lovely ladies of the night" down the runway. The tuxedo-dressed sisters added a lot of class to the night.

The night was very organized and the music was very suited to the evening, with songs such as "I am a woman," "Queen of the Night," "Super Model," "I'm too Sexy," and "Dude Looks Like a Lady."

Gary "Georgette" of Tau Phi Beta was crowned around 10:15 p.m. with his Ms. Montclair sash, tierra, trophy and a dozen roses. He was dressed in a very complementing long black satin dress, a sassy black hat, high heels, make-up and curly black hair in a twist. It was the evening gown competition that put victory "in the bag" for Georgette.

Tau Phi Beta was also awarded with a large trophy for being the winning sponsoring fraternity. The fraternity was very grateful and showed a lot of support for their contestant.

If you missed this year's pageant, don't make the same mistake and miss next year's. I, for one, am looking forward to it. The event was all fun and for a fantastic cause. The more the contestants got into it, the more the audience loved it!

Both the girls of SDT and the "girls" who participated should be congratulated ten times over for Monday night. No matter what anyone says, these guys (with their enormous talent and their sexy legs) are real men to me. Just remember that as you whistle when they sashay by.
Amoroso named Student Coordinator of Disabled Student Services

by Heather Rushby

"I got this job out of the sheer anger and frustration about what the campus was doing for disabled people," the new Student Coordinator of Disabled Student Services, Joe Amoroso, stated with emotion.

"This is the first time the campus has had a person exclusively devoted to the concerns of students with disabilities," Amoroso said. Before, concerns were directed to the Associate Dean of Students, but with so many other responsibilities he could not devote a large amount of his time to these matters, Amoroso said.

"In September, Dr. Wilcox and I spoke at length about my concerns and he seemed eager to do something about the problems," Amoroso said. According to Lee Wilcox, Vice President of Student Development and the Dean of Students, Amoroso is "very thoughtful" and due to his desire to help with the issue, the administration "created a job on the spot."

Wilcox is very happy about the new position. "I feel like it was one of the best things I have done during my short time here; he's a ball of fire." Wilcox stated that Amoroso is a "positive presence for not just the students, but for all of us."

Amoroso remains modest about his new position. "I walked in at the right moment," Amoroso said, but he added that he believes he was hired because of his plans and ideas. Amoroso is working with Associate Dean of Students James E. Harris to further develop and enhance the services currently offered to the disabled members of the campus community. Amoroso currently works 15 hours per week educating faculty, troubleshooting individual concerns, and preparing a Disabled Student Handbook dealing with the concerns of disabled students, which will be a supplement to the Student Handbook.

Harris is enthusiastic about the new position as well. "It's great to have some­one whose primary responsibility is working with students with disabilities." Harris said that the new position should lead to "increased services for disabled stu­dents, as well as increased communica­tion between the administration and stu­dents with special needs."

In September, Dr. Wilcox and I spoke at length about my concerns and he seemed eager to do something about the problems," Amoroso said. According to Lee Wilcox, Vice President of Student Development and the Dean of Students, Amoroso is "very thoughtful" and due to his desire to help with the issue, the administration "created a job on the spot."

"I feel like it was one of the best things I have done during my short time here; he's a ball of fire." Wilcox stated that Amoroso is a "positive presence for not just the students, but for all of us."

Lambda Pi Eta, singing for fun and philanthropy

by Susan Lynn Martin

The holidays are just around the corner. Many families are making dinner plans for the big feast on Thanksgiving Day. Thanksgiving is a time when people are supposed to bow their heads and give thanks for all their blessings.

But what about the less fortunate in our society? Many times when we’re so busy making our holiday plans, we don’t stop to think about the less fortunate in society.

One group of students at Montclair State University (MSU) thought about remembering the less fortunate during the Thanksgiving season. In an effort to reach out to the neighboring community of Montclair, the Zeta Chapter of Lambda Pi Eta (LPH), the national communication honor society, is proudly hosting its first ever "Karaoke Charity Event."

The Karaoke Charity Event will be held on Thursday, November 10, from 7-10 p.m. in the Student Center Rat. The event is open to everyone. Admission is either a $1 donation, any canned good or any non-perishable food item. All the proceeds will go to the Montclair Human Needs Ministry’s food pantry at 92 Greenwood Avenue in Montclair.

Recognized as the largest food pantry in Essex County, Human Needs is open to its clients on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:30 p.m.-2:15 p.m. Director of Human Needs, Frank Rennie, started dealing with the Montclair Public School System, currently residing in Montclair, said, "...we’re happy to accept any food donation, but we prefer money."

Rennie’s duties as director include interviewing prospective clients, organizing foods on service days, grant writing and writing a newsletter, "The Human Needs Ministry Good Pantry." Rennie is currently seeking a grant to create a community garden, which would involve a greenhouse, where clients could plant and cultivate fresh fruits and vegetables, which presently are scarce in the pantry.

The Human Needs Ministry was established in 1982 by the First Baptist Church of Montclair to assist those church members who were experiencing financial difficulties. Gradually the ministry grew and is presently acknowledged as the largest pantry in Essex County.

The ministry was reorganized and estab­lished a nine member board of trustee­es. The church was sold, so Human Needs Ministry moved in August to a commercial property at 92 Greenwood Avenue, in Montclair. The rent is raised through private donations and other forms of funding.

According to Rennie, Human Needs Ministry serves about 750 clients each month and has 381 adults and 477 children registered with the organization. As recently as September some 26 new families joined the Human Needs Ministry registry. Most clients, who include welfare families and the homeless, are eligible to visit the pantry once each week.

The food is bagged and given to clients through the assistance of volunteers. For those unable to get to the distribution center, Human Needs Ministry volunteers usually deliver the food to their homes.

Human Needs Ministry relies on the kindness and donations of local church organizations, service groups and organizations such as Boy Scouts. The ministry accepts food, but prefers monetary donations because Human Needs is able to buy large quantities of food at a food bank in Newark, which charges minimal prices.

Rennie suggests high protein food donations such as peanut butter and tuna fish, which is very difficult to obtain at the food bank. Cereals and other non-perishable food items are also welcomed.

Since the Thanksgiving season is underway Human Needs is busy creating food bags that will have traditional holiday foods, such as cranberry sauce, potatoes and other canned vegetables. Rennie also mentioned that recently he received a large donation of Pampers, which he said really helped out the local families.

Many organizations will donate turkeys or give coupons so Human Needs clients will be able to have a turkey день.

continued on page 12
## CAMPUS CALENDAR

### TONIGHT

**ART FORUM LECTURE:**
3:00 p.m. Nancy Koenisberg, fiber artist, discusses her work and influences, Calcia Auditorium.

7:45 p.m. Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Service, Student Center, Room 411.

8:00 p.m. THEATER: “The Taming of the Shrew”, through November 12; $5 general admission, $4 faculty/staff/alumni and senior citizens, $3 students with ID. Call the Box Office at 5112.

### MONDAY

7:00 p.m. FILM: “The Last Temptation of Christ” Building “B” Room 178.

7:30 p.m. Gnostic Tribe and The Murdered LIVE in the Rat.

9:00 p.m. Brian Jude and Jill Knapp broadcast from the “Cellular Toaster” on WMSC, 101.5 FM.

### TUESDAY

6:00 p.m. DJ Kathy Dillon spins Northern New Jersey’s Best New Music on WMSC, 101.5 FM.

8:15 p.m. Archaeology Lecture: “The Spring House Rock Shelter: A Prehistoric North American Site in Rockland County, NY” by Dr. Edward Lenik, President of the Sheffield Archaeological Consultants, “B” Building Brant Lecture Hall.

### WEDNESDAY

12:00 p.m. Lunchtime Lecture: Rhoda Unger of the Psychology and Honors Program discusses “Doing Gender”, a chapter from her book, Women and Gender: A Feminist Psychology. Student Center Room 417.

### SATURDAY

10:00 a.m. CLEP Workshop: Mathematics, first of three parts. College Hall Room 304 A.

7:00 p.m. Dance: Nicholas Rodriguez and DanceCompass in their 10th Anniversary performance; $25 general admission, $20 faculty/staff/alumni, $18 senior citizens, $10 students and children. Call the Box Office at 5112.

8:00 p.m. THEATER: “The Taming of the Shrew”, see TONIGHT for details.

### SUNDAY

11:00 a.m. Mass: “B” Building, Faculty Lounge.

2:00 p.m. THEATER: “The Taming of the Shrew”, see TONIGHT for details.

6:30 p.m. Mass: Newman Center.

### NEXT WEEK

**THURSDAY:**

8:00 p.m. Public Telescope Night, Outside Richardson Hall. For more information, contact Mary Lou West at 7266.

### Happenings

- **SAE:** Bagel Sale Every Monday, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m., McEachern Music Hall.
- **ΦΕΘ:** Snapple Sale every Monday, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m., Partridge Hall.
- **ΑΣΑ:** Selling T-Shirts celebrating “Generation Ω”, white with either red, blue, green, or purple print: $10.
- **ΔΦ:** Selling raffle tickets for any style Greek Jacket, $1.00.
- **ΑΩ:** Sponsoring Company B’s on Tuesday nights.
- **ΣΑΦ & ΑΩ:** Bowl-a-thon on November 13.
- **ΨΦ:** Clothes Drive for the needy, beginning November 1.
- **ΑΧΡ:** Selling custom made hats, $13.00.
- **Amnesty International:** Meeting Friday, 12 p.m. - 2 p.m., Student Center Room 408.

### Greeks

- Women’s Student Organization: Meeting Monday, 3:30 p.m., Student Center Room 422.
- **ΛΦ:** Feeding the Homeless in New York on November 12.
- **ΠΦ:** Bowl-A-Thon on November 13 to benefit Cystic Fibrosis. Everyone Welcome!
- **TKE:** Sponsoring the Verona Inn on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
- **ΦΘ:** Selling Academic Advice in the Student Center, 25 cents.

---
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Student wins big in the stock market

by Judy Kastel

On October 10, almost 16,000 college students began competing in the AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge. With a grand prize of $10,000 in cash and a trip for two to The Bahamas at stake, each player began with a fictional $500,000 in cash and $500,000 in margin, with which they could buy, sell or short sell any stock listed on the NYSE, AMEX or NASDAQ exchange. On October 24, two weeks into competition, USA Today published a list of the top 10 college students and MSU's own Mariangini Desai (who goes by the name of Gini) had placed tenth.

"Out of nowhere we (Desai and her boyfriend) picked up the newspaper and found we were number ten!" Gini explains. Gini, an Economics major, and her boyfriend Ilan Desai, a Finance major at Rutgers-New Brunswick, had been watching the stock market for awhile. "He's much more involved in the market than I am," she said. Gini then saw the contest applications circulating around her classes and decided they should give it a shot.

The contest package includes an instruction book, a comprehensive glossary, a stock guide, a transaction ledger and a sponsor survey. Participants can trade every week day from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. They also are given a 24-hour stock information hotline number. An account number and password is issued to keep everything confidential and fair.

Working together and using their knowledge from school, previous experience in the market, the news and various stock tips, Gini and Ilan tried to create a short term portfolio where they could raise a considerable amount of money quickly, which of course usually means taking more risks. And AT&T only allows the contestants to make 40 trades throughout the two month long contest. They bought stock in CAER, a computer company and WPCI, a pharmaceutical company, which yielded a profit. Presently they have nine stocks in their portfolio, mostly from the NASDAQ Exchange.

When asked about mistakes she made so far during the contest, Gini replied, "These aren't really mistakes. The market changes so much every day. There is always a chance we'll come back up again." One problem they faced was when they sold a stock short. According to the booker AT&T furnished the contestants with, "Selling short is a technique traders use when they anticipate a stock's price will drop. Investors may sell short any stock which trades at over five dollars." So, to simplify it, you have shares of a certain stock leased, in a way, with an intent to buy them once their price drops. This way you know you will have this stock in your portfolio when and if the price drops. The risk occurs when the price doesn't drop, or even worse, goes up. You must, at some time, buy the shares back to repay the lending broker, which in this case in WSP.

Gini and Ilan are still waiting for a stock price to drop. Gini plans to graduate next spring. She has big plans for her future, some of which include international export, managerial training and investment banking. Right now she attends classes part time and works at Midlantic Bank. Ilan plans to graduate in December from Rutgers.

As of last Sunday, Gini and Ilan are placed 25th out of 220 contestants in New Jersey. They are ranked 698 out of 64,000 contestants in the U.S. The contest ends on December 9. Gini urges anyone who is interested in the Economics and Finance Major to attend the Forbes Society meetings. The next meeting will be held on November 16 at 6:30 in Partridge Hall, Room 112. Meetings are usually held on Wednesdays at 6:30 in room 418 of the Student Center.

The Health Center, more than a band-aid service

by Maria Dosika

It's three a.m. You have just thrown up for the second time within four hours. Your stomach tightens and creates an ache. You are hot and feverish and sick. Rather than doing anything about it though, you decide to crawl back into bed and try to get some rest. You ignore it.

Unfortunately this is what most students that attend MSU tend to do when they are ill or have health-related questions—they ignore it. They do not realize that as part-time, full-time, commuting or on-campus students, the answers to their questions and illnesses are located in the rear lobby of Blanton Hall...in the Health Center.

According to Rose Budgis, R.N. Head Nurse, "the Health Center is not just a band-aid service."

Aside from providing students with ibuprofen, cough syrup, medication for colds and stuffy noses, and, yes, band-aids, the Health Center has much more to offer:

"We do pregnancy tests, strep tests, glucose test, urine dips for bladder infections, and we also treat asthma," Budgis says. "We're here to help the students and to keep them well."

Along with Budgis, the staff members responsible for keeping the students well during the fall and spring semesters from 7:30 a.m. Monday to 7:30 a.m. Saturday are Marie Ferris, R.N., Kathleen Jones, R.N. and Emma Cantu, R.N. Also available to answer questions and offer assistance is Medical Secretary Mary Boscia. Although the nurses can not diagnose, students with more serious ailments can still go to the Health Center and meet with a physician free of charge.

The physicians, who are able to provide students with a prescription, are from Mountainside Family Practice Associates in Verona, NJ. Graduate physicians in their second or third year of a three year training program, these physicians are available on Mondays and Tuesdays from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m., Wednesdays and Thursdays from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and on Fridays from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

If a student needs medical attention when a doctor is not in, he should still go to the Health Center where the nurses on duty can provide counseling. If the nurse determines that the condition is serious, she will advise the student to see the doctor at his office or at the Emergency Room at the Mountainside Hospital. If this is the case however, the student will be charged for such off-campus services.

"You don't pay for the doctor unless you need to see him off-campus in an emergency or for a procedure we don't do in the Health Center such as blood work or x-rays," Budgis explains.

Services offered at the Health Center are free for the most part except for the tests performed. Throat cultures, tetanus toxoids and pregnancy tests are $5. Mantoux tests (for students receiving teacher certification) and mono tests are $2. There is also a $1 charge for 2 inch ace bandages and a $1.50 charge for 3 inch bandages.

Students also have to pay for prescriptions, however, if they bring them to the SGA Office in the Student Center Annex they receive a 10 percent discount. Students with prescriptions from the Health Center or from a family physician are eligible for these savings. The SGA sends out the prescriptions to Singco Pharmacy in Little Falls, NJ and usually by the next day, students can pay for and pick up their

continued on page 12
MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 5¢ PER SERVING)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)</th>
<th>1 cup milk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)</td>
<td>3 tbs flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 stick butter</td>
<td>1 tsp pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 tsp Worcestershíre (if you like)</td>
<td>1 tsp salt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15 minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershíre. Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.

Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank Classic cards are accepted at over 11 million locations, including grocery stores.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.
Jacket wanted
by BG Garcia

The freeze of winter has entered. Northern winds hurry to cast away the last signs of a summer not yet forgotten. All begin to dig deep within their reserves of synthetic fibers and cow hides for warmth. And as every arm becomes sleeved and every finger gloved and every foot double - socked and booted I remain the only moron without a jacket.

Why don’t I have a jacket? I can’t afford one. And I’m too ignorant to ask my parents to get me one. I know many of you have seen me around. I’m the guy who wears a tee-shirt to class while you all say to your friends, “Look at this dumb asshole.” So right now I want to set the record straight. The next time you don’t see me don’t kiss me for not having a jacket but instead feel sorry for me for being a poor bastard. I must warn you all though, that the next time you hear a knock on your door or the phone ring it might just be me wondering if you can lend me a jacket. I ask you not to become angry when I don’t return it. And don’t be surprised if I do return it in a condition unlike that as when you lent it out to me.

In the mean time, I will continue to roam this cold campus in tee-shirts, as I attempt to act as if I really love the cold and am not affected by weather that even a strawberry iced slush couldn’t handle. One more thing, yo Nekko thanks for the flannel jacket you lent me. Don’t worry you’ll have it back real soon. But then again....

Sing continued from page 8

The Zeta Chapter’s tentative schedule for the remainder of the year includes: in February Pool Party/Movie Night; in March the Annual Honors Initiation; in April Tour of the NBC Studios in New York; and in May the Annual Banquet.

So whether you are a good singer or a horrible singer, come to LPH’s Karaoke Event for a night of fun, singing and PMS. Pamphlets are also available on diseases, substance abuse, birth control and PMS. Pamphlets are also available on insurance, the forces of darkness are ever insidious erosion of time-honored values and principles that are the foundation of any decent human society. Needless to say, darkness is not chased away by brooms and sticks, but by illumination. Our Sages said, “A little light expels a lot of darkness.”

The Chanukah Lights remind us in a most obvious way that illumination begins at home, in the form of insidious erosion of time-honored values and principles that are the foundation of any decent human society. Needless to say, darkness is not chased away by brooms and sticks, but by illumination. Our Sages said, “A little light expels a lot of darkness.”

The Chanukah Lights are expressly meant to illuminate the light of the Torah and Mitzvos in the everyday experience, even as the Chanukah Lights are kindled in growing numbers from day to day. But though it begins at home, it does not stop there. Such is the nature of light that when one kindles a light for one’s own benefit, it benefits also all who are in the vicinity. Indeed, the Chanukah Lights are expressly meant to illuminate the “outside,” symbolically alluding to the duty to bring light also to those who, for one reason or another, still walk in darkness.

Ruth Rennie, Frank’s wife, said of her Human Needs also collects and distributes clothing to its clients.

Human Needs also collects and distributes clothing to its clients. Ruth Rennie, Frank’s wife, said of her husband, “He is a wonderfully dedicated man and this (Human Needs Ministry) is very important to him. I know he’d like it if there wasn’t a need to have Human Needs, but unfortunately there is a need today.

LPH is an honorary organization, which consists of students from MSU’s Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance and Theater (BSCDT) in the Communication Studies program within the Speech Communication division.

Program Coordinator of Speech Communication Division at MSU, Dr. Thomas L. Veependall said, “I think the Karaoke Charity even is a nice idea because it allows the students to have fun and help the less fortunate at the same time.”

Coordinator and LPH Promotions Officer, Michael Piperno said of the Karaoke event, “It will be a great opportunity for communication studies majors as well as the campus community to come together and carry on the holiday tradition of giving by helping those less fortunate.”

The LPH Board thought of doing a food drive for the holidays during their summer planning session in July; however “We didn’t have any particular organization in mind at that time,” said LPH secretary, Susan Martin. During a brain-storming session during the beginning of fall semester, co-advisor, Dr. Wayne Bond, suggested Human Needs because of his knowledge of the organization’s service.

LPH was formed in 1986 by Dr. Stephen A. Smith of University of Arkansas. LPH is an affiliate of the Speech Communication Association (SCA). LPH has some 82 chapters nationwide and is still growing. It is designed to recognize, foster and reward outstanding achievement in the field of communication.

The Zeta Chapter’s tentative schedule for the remainder of the year includes: in December the Annual Holiday Party; in February Pool Party/Movie Night; in March the Annual Honors Initiation; in April Tour of the NBC Studios in New York; and in May the Annual Banquet.

So whether you are a good singer or a horrible singer, come to LPH’s Karaoke Event for a night of fun, singing and PMS. Pamphlets are also available on condoms and human sexuality, pelvic exams, dental care, Planned Parenthood, blood pressure, Psychological Services, Campus Ministry Council and AIDS testing sites. There is also a newsletter available that Budgis began this year. The staff at the Health Center is also available if students just want to talk.

A lot of students come down when they are stressed out during their exams and sometimes they just need someone to talk to,” Budgis says. Whether students visit the Health Center just to talk, for information, or for medical reasons, students can be assured that what occurs at the Health Center will remain confidential.

“Students shouldn’t be afraid to come to us for help,” assures Budgis. “Even if their mother called wanting their child’s information, they would have to speak to the students about it. All files are confidential even if the student is under 18.”

If a student is seriously ill when the Health Center is not open, he should contact Campus Police at 655-5222.
Vegetarian News

In the early 60's, there were very few vegetarians, the exception being religious groups. As rebellion spread throughout the land, people went against the establishment in every aspect of their lives, even in their eating habits. They gave up meat. Today, vegetarianism is growing in popularity. What makes this eating pattern so attractive to us now? According to the Vegetarian Times, the majority of people choose a vegetarian diet for health reasons. Vegetarians tend to be closer to ideal body weight, have less problems with heart disease, hypertension and adult onset diabetes. They also have fewer problems with their gastrointestinal tract including constipation, diverticulitis and cancer. It is unclear whether all of these health benefits are due to a meatless diet alone, since vegetarians are generally more concerned about health in all aspects of their lives. Many don't smoke or drink and most exercise. All of these health benefits are most likely the result of a combination of these factors.

Other popular reasons expressed include religious beliefs, a love for animals and a concern for the world food supply. There are different types of vegetarians, each a life-style choice chosen to suit the individual. Lacto-vegetarians include milk in their meal plan, ovo-vegetarians include eggs and lacto-ovo-vegetarians include both milk and eggs. There are also semi-vegetarians who eat fish and poultry. Strict vegetarians who eat no animal products at all are known as vegans.

Vegan Food Guide Pyramid

Grain: 4 grains (rice, corn, oatmeal, barley) Vegetables: 4 or more including 2 leafy, green
1 nut or seed 3 - 5 breads Fruit: 1 - 4 including 1 raw source of Vitamin C
Legumes: 1/3 cup and 2 cups soy milk

Nutrient Concerns

Since vegetarians exclude meat and meat products from their diet they will have to pay close attention to five essential nutrients. Below are foods, other than meat, where these nutrients can be found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iron</th>
<th>Calcium</th>
<th>Vitamin D</th>
<th>Zinc</th>
<th>B-12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fortified cereals tofu soybeans pumpkin seeds lentils kidney beans garbanzo beans wheat germ sunflower seeds raisins</td>
<td>Fortified soy milk tofu turnip greens collards broccoli milk cheeses spinach</td>
<td>Other than fortified foods, such as milk, Vitamin D is found in few foods. However the body can synthesize it from the UV rays of sun. So be sure to catch your rays.</td>
<td>Asparagus wheat germ spinach pinto beans peanuts cheddar cheese legumes</td>
<td>Exclusively found in foods of animal origin. Fortified soy milk Fortified cereals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What about protein? Protein is not just found in meat. Whole grains, dried beans, seeds and nuts are other great sources of protein.
Pathways To The Future

The Career Experience
by Eridania Perlz-Jaquez

A number of opportunities are available to students who wish to participate in off-campus experimental learning. Eridania Perlz-Jaquez describes her experiences in the Washington Center Program.

The privilege to be involved in the nation’s political system and the interaction with so many politicians are some of the many indelible memories I have of my Washington Center experience. Not only was I able to observe politics firsthand, but I learned about other cultures, became more mature as a person and student and attained a deeper self-esteem and confidence in myself.

I was the recipient of the Washington Center Minority Leaders Fellowship in the spring semester of 1994 and obtained an internship placement in Capitol Hill at the Congressional Hispanic Caucus for my co-op. The caucus is a bipartisan organization whose members are the twenty Hispanic members of the U.S. Congress. In Washington, I experienced how the political system functions firsthand. I was particularly involved in domestic policy in regards to the Hispanic community. I worked with the caucus Legislative Assistant, Esther Aguilera, who focused on specific amendments to President Clinton’s Health Security Act to make it more responsive to the health needs of the Hispanic community; she also handled voting rights issues for the caucus. One of my tasks was to research and gather information on new events or changes on health care reform and send data to the appropriate advocates who could influence the authorization of the amendments introduced by the caucus.

Among other duties, I had to make arrangements for any health care reform or voting rights issues briefing that Esther organized. Moreover, whenever Esther wasn’t able to attend a meeting or briefing, I had to go for her and then inform her about the speakers’ presentations and points of discussion. These meetings provided me with the opportunity to mingle with very important and influential civil rights leaders and many Hispanic advocates.

Nonetheless, the most stimulating duty I had was to attend the caucus biweekly meetings to prepare the minutes since it gave me the chance to interact with the members of the caucus. Something I will not forget is that I learned a lot about other cultures and customs. There were more than one hundred Washington Center students from the fifty states of the nation, and many of us came from different ethnic groups; nonetheless, we all adapted to each other’s differences and culture and came together to form a precious brotherhood of friendship. Many of us, Latinos, Blacks and Whites, sat in the dormitory lobby many times to discuss our customs, backgrounds and ideologies.

Another very significant accomplishment of this experience was that I acquired a deeper self-esteem and confidence in myself. Before I arrived in Washington, I had restrained myself from speaking English in public since I was concerned that my Spanish accent would be too salient. However, in Washington, I was compelled to talk because I had to engage in discussions with students during various seminars we had; I had to call many organizations to research information and I had to present lectures, which were a requirement for the completion of the internship. Now I am confident to speak in front of any crowd.

The publication of my first professional article, “Can Castro Survive After the Cold War?” in Columbia University’s journal of law and public policy called Heliodon, also helped me tremendously to enhance my confidence as a student and person. This publication is a point of pride for me since it is a pivotal step toward my goal of becoming a political and legal writer. I also co-authored an article, “The Dynamic Breakwater and Water Pumping System,” with engineer and editor of the Washington Press Conference, Kenneth W. Freelain, whom I met during the internship.

Finally, I drafted—with the supervision and revision of the caucus Legislative Assistant—Congressman Serrano’s speech for the Caucus Health Forum. After doing all these wonderful things, I feel secure enough to surpass any academic hindrance I might encounter.
PRINCETON SKI SHOPS' GIANTS STADIUM SKI SALE

LOT 15 BETWEEN GATES C&D
IMAGINE... OVER $15,000,000
OF THE FINEST SKI CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT BY:
HEAD, OLN, DESCENTE, BURTON, K2, ROSSIGNOL, ELAN, DYNASTAR, LANGE, ROFFE, C.B., OBERMEYER, NORDICA, TYROLIA, SALOMON AND MORE!

SUPER SPECIALS

CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES REG. NOW
RELISH RACING GLOVES $99.00 $29.95
BAMBOO CURTAIN SHELL 209.00 104.50
RIDGEVIEW SOCKS 8.00 3 FOR 9.95
SMILEY HATS 12.00 5.99
DESCENTE SOLAR-A PARKA 520.00 199.00
S.O.S. FLEECE JACKET 99.00 59.40
ROFFE PANTS 92.00 36.80
KHOMBU ROYAL AFTER SKI BOOT 80.00 29.95
ROBBERN SUIT 265.00 99.00

SKIS (THOUSANDS IN STOCK) REG. NOW
FISCHER SC4 BORON $300.00 $99.90
HEAD GX CARBON 365.00 149.00
K2 TRC 1994 MODEL 425.00 199.00
OLIN XTE 300.00 99.99
ROSSIGNOL EQUIPE AMP3 310.00 99.95
DYNASTAR ADV 4.1 400.00 199.90
BLIZZARD V-12 250.00 99.90

BOOTS (GUARANTEED FIT) REG. NOW
NORDICA 593 $295.00 $89.00
RAICHEL RE190 200.00 89.00
LANGE XRF 325.00 189.00
ROSSIGNOL R77 210.00 89.00
HEIERLING F10 285.00 89.00
SALOMON F20 210.00 89.00
MUNARI MT55 300.00 89.00

FREE UNRESTRICTED LIFT TICKET TO VERNON VALLEY GREAT GORGE!

UNIVERSAL SKI PACKAGE
* BUY ANY PAIR OF SKIS AT THE LOW SALE PRICE... THEN TAKE OFF $10.00 OFF ANY PAIR OF BINDINGS... AND GET...
• CHOICE OF POLES
• LIFETIME TUNE-UPS
• LIFT TICKETS
FREE for all attendees! while supplies last!

EVERYTHING ON SALE!

S.O.S. FLEECE JACKET 99.00 59.40
ROSSIGNOL R77 210.00 89.00
SALOMON 520 210.00 89.00
MUNARI MT55 300.00 89.00

WIN TRIPS TO VAIL COLORADO AIR + LAND + LIFT TICKETS NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. DETAILS ON ENTRY BLANK
WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES... OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
REVIEW: The Taming of the Shrew in a new light
by Elsie Ramirez

The Studio Theatre Series is opening up its 1994-95 season with a twisted new version of Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew. I say twisted because while it is true to Shakespeare and the Shakespearian tongue, it is supposed to be set somewhere in the 1950's.

The idea behind this play is that Katherine (Elyse Wolf) is the loud, obnoxious, bitchy older sister. She has to be married off first so that the suitors of her dear, sweet, fluffy younger sister Bianca (Bernadette Cerami) can get their shot. Wolf plays the role of super-bitch Kate rather well. She kicks, she screams, she scratches and she bites. At times her ranting and raving gets a bit unintelligible, but it takes nothing away from what her character is/should be.

Petruchio (Wilson Mendieta) is a thoroughly detestable character. Petru­chio is the "good man" recruited by Bianca's legion of salivating suitors to woo Kate. He doesn't need much convincing, Kate has money, what more could he possibly need? The first meeting between Petruchio and Kate is hilarious. Their courtship consists of threats, promises and almost obvious sexual innuendoes.

Act two lacks the witiness and humor found in the first act. Here, Petru­chio shows his true colors: we find out that he's as much of a shrew as Kate is/was. You start feeling pity for Kate and the situation she's in. She's expected to change her entire personality to one every man (her husband) would approve of.

Feminists beware, this is not the play for you. The show winds down with Kate's long-winded speech on the inferiority and softness of women: men are the ruling class, women are just welcome mats, etc. It's a sad thing to see Kate being "domesticated." It's even more pathetic to hear Kate give such a foul opinion of her own sex.

The fifties motif is repeatedly accentuated by a selection of well-timed 50's classics songs without which you might forget that this is supposed to be Shakespeare's version of the fifties.

Notable performances were also given by Matthew Neil Smith, as Hortensio, one of the unscrupulous contestant for Bianca's hand. Tara Flynn's performance as Grumio, Petruchio's grumpy right-hand man deserves praise. You should especially look out for Biondello (Susanne Furda) as the comical and adorable servant to Lucentio.

This presentation of The Taming of the Shrew has been directed by guest director Daniel LaPenta. The poodle skirts and cardigan sweaters are brought to you by costume designer Amy Horvath. Of course you might have been able to see any of this without the strategic lighting brought to you by Cory Lake, lighting designer.

Make it a point to watch this play at least once if you're in need of a laugh or three.

Review: The Jesus and Mary Chain live
by Tania Dakwar

"I've heard cats fuck with more harmony!" "They are the Godfathers of Grunge," "an electric Grateful Dead," "quasi musical debris," (the opinions stated above are not necessarily my own). But opinions are like hookers - a dime a dozen. My own opinion may be inferiority and softness of women: men are the ruling class, women are just welcome mats, etc. It's a sad thing to see Kate being "domesticated." It's even more pathetic to hear Kate give such a foul opinion of her own sex.

The Jesus and Mary Chain was hit the top 10 just recently. (Can't tell you much more back...continued on page 18)
Designers and retailers are offering a wide range of skirt lengths this fall. A most striking image addressing this debate is a photograph by Rodney Smith in the October 30, 1994 edition of The New York Times Magazine. In a black and white photograph shot in the streets of New York, Smith features six skirt lengths worn by six statuesque models. The models are wearing 1920's inspired suits with skirts ranging from a conservative ankle length to a dangerously short mini.

All six lengths, ankle, mid-calf, below the knee, at the knee, two inches above the knee and very short, are all exceptional additions to fall wardrobes. Basically it comes down to personal preferences.

In the June 1, 1994 edition of Women's Wear Daily, Bridget Foley discussed Calvin Klein, Prada and other designers' utilization of a new "knee length" for fall. The focal point of this hemline extends on slightly above or slightly below the knee.

The "great seller" in the Willowbrook Mall is the short A-line skirt, according to Gap store manager Gabrielle Modafferi. A-line skirt styles are versatile in herringbone, flannel and plaid patterns. Thigh highs accompanied to perk up the overall ensemble. Modafferi said the Gap also offers long wrap skirts in wool which people wear layered with vests. "The lengths have not changed much, its the shape that's changed," said Modafferi accounting for the trend towards the A-line cut.

In the April 26, 1994 edition of Women's Wear Daily, the rage of Flippy A-line skirts was acknowledged. Both the cut and shape of the A-line allows flaws around the hip and buttocks area to go virtually unnoticed, which attracts the consumer.

No matter how many contrasting lengths are out there it is important that you feel comfortable and confident in whatever hem line you choose.

When O.J. Simpson was cruising along in his Bronco, all eyes turned to the television. When O.J. was arraigned, soap viewers were pissed because of the preempting (no great loss, the papers run weekly summaries of soap goings-on, so why the ruckus?). Now, the jury selection will not be televised (it might yet be-Judge Ito waffles almost as much as Bill Clinton) and the trial probably won't be, either. This reminds me of the great question-if a tree falls in the forest and no one is around to hear it... Does anyone really give a shit?

Let's be honest. With all the hype surrounding the case over the past few months, I have grown quite sensitized to the whole thing. Like every American, I believe that every man is innocent until proven guilty and O.J. hasn't been convicted. Do I believe he did it? I don't know. All the evidence seems to point to him, but he hasn't been found guilty in a court of law. Do I feel sorry for the guy? Sure. I watched him play football. I enjoyed watching him in the HBO series First and Ten. I remember with a smile watching him running through the airport with the suitcase. But all the fond memories in the world does not excuse the fact that a crime has been committed, and O.J. is numero uno on the suspect list.

The "great seller" in the Willowbrook Mall is the short A-line skirt, according to Gap store manager Gabrielle Modafferi. A-line skirt styles are versatile in herringbone, flannel and plaid patterns. Thigh highs accompanied to perk up the overall ensemble. Modafferi said the Gap also offers long wrap skirts in wool which people wear layered with vests. "The lengths have not changed much, its the shape that's changed," said Modafferi accounting for the trend towards the A-line cut.

In the April 26, 1994 edition of Women's Wear Daily, the rage of Flippy A-line skirts was acknowledged. Both the cut and shape of the A-line allows flaws around the hip and buttocks area to go virtually unnoticed, which attracts the consumer.

No matter how many contrasting lengths are out there it is important that you feel comfortable and confident in whatever hem line you choose.

In the June 1, 1994 edition of Women's Wear Daily, Bridget Foley discussed Calvin Klein, Prada and other designers' utilization of a new "knee length" for fall. The focal point of this hemline extends on slightly above or slightly below the knee.
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In the April 26, 1994 edition of Women's Wear Daily, the rage of Flippy A-line skirts was acknowledged. Both the cut and shape of the A-line allows flaws around the hip and buttocks area to go virtually unnoticed, which attracts the consumer.

No matter how many contrasting lengths are out there it is important that you feel comfortable and confident in whatever hem line you choose.

When O.J. Simpson was cruising along in his Bronco, all eyes turned to the television. When O.J. was arraigned, soap viewers were pissed because of the preempting (no great loss, the papers run weekly summaries of soap goings-on, so why the ruckus?). Now, the jury selection will not be televised (it might yet be-Judge Ito waffles almost as much as Bill Clinton) and the trial probably won't be, either. This reminds me of the great question-if a tree falls in the forest and no one is around to hear it... Does anyone really give a shit?

Let's be honest. With all the hype surrounding the case over the past few months, I have grown quite sensitized to the whole thing. Like every American, I believe that every man is innocent until proven guilty and O.J. hasn't been convicted. Do I believe he did it? I don't know. All the evidence seems to point to him, but he hasn't been found guilty in a court of law. Do I feel sorry for the guy? Sure. I watched him play football. I enjoyed watching him in the HBO series First and Ten. I remember with a smile watching him running through the airport with the suitcase. But all the fond memories in the world does not excuse the fact that a crime has been committed, and O.J. is numero uno on the suspect list.
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Let's be honest. With all the hype surrounding the case over the past few months, I have grown quite sensitized to the whole thing. Like every American, I believe that every man is innocent until proven guilty and O.J. hasn't been convicted. Do I believe he did it? I don't know. All the evidence seems to point to him, but he hasn't been found guilty in a court of law. Do I feel sorry for the guy? Sure. I watched him play football. I enjoyed watching him in the HBO series First and Ten. I remember with a smile watching him running through the airport with the suitcase. But all the fond memories in the world does not excuse the fact that a crime has been committed, and O.J. is numero uno on the suspect list.

Is he getting a raw deal from the press? That's difficult to say. Sure, he's getting smothered by the media, but he's a public figure that slipped on a really big banana peel and every photographer and reporter in the world was right there, ready to record the fall. Is this right? Is this moral? These are moot questions, next to the big one-is this news?

But the media isn't the biggest culprit. I believe all the problems stem from the A Current Affair's, Premier Story's and Inside Edition's that masturbate on all this media hype. How many housekeepers of gardeners of friends of second cousins twice removed do we have to see before some viewer stands up and says, "ENOUGH?" The problem stems from the lack of people refusing to say 'enough,' that the vultures that love National Enquirer journalism keep these shows in business.

Sometimes they have decent stories, but the whole O.J. issue is getting too out of hand.

If O.J. is guilty, so be it. If he's innocent, that's fine too. Let's keep it off television. The best way to kill a fire is to stop giving it fuel. This is not censorship. This is stopping overkill and allowing the accused some breathing room.

See you next week.

Cinderella was one of the many pop metal bands that dominated the airwaves in the mid-80's and then faded away. Their first two albums, Night Songs and Long Cold Winter were pop glam rock with that AC/DC influence. Their next two albums featured some soulful rock and roll with "Gypsy Road" and "Heartbreak Station," but it seemed as though Cinderella had their day in the sun, like so many of their contemporaries. Bon Jovi remains the only pop metal band actually enjoying any level of success. Morley Cое, minus Vince Neil, tried a comeback album, but failed miserably in ticket sales on their aborted tour this summer. Bands like Ratt, Poison and Dokken have all but disappeared.

Cinderella is also attempting a career revival with the release of Still Climbing. They are down to three original members, Tom Kiefer, Eric Brittingham and Jeff LaBar. Kiefer is Cinderella, writing or co-writing all the music and lyrics, handling lead vocals and sharing the guitar parts with LaBar. With Brittingham on bass, Kenny Aronoff, longtime John Mellencamp drummer, handled the drums for this album. The opening track, "Bad Attitude Shuffle" sets the standard for the rest of the CD as a bluesy rock number, typifying the 90's sound for Cinderella.

"All Comes Down" is the lyrical sentiment of a band which has enjoyed large scale success and has spent the last several years in limbo, trying to get back to the top through persistence. "Hard To Find The Words" is a soulful ballad that is a tribute to Kiefer's late grandfather, who is being honored on the CD. Cinderella is also at-
The Jesus and Mary Chain
ground info - they backed out on the interview, remember?)
The music: well, as much as I hate to admit it, I didn’t think they were that bad. The one thing which was fairly obvious was that throughout most of their songs, the beat was repetitive. They basically sounded the same. The lead singer’s haunting vocals were easier to understand than the previous group, Shudder to Think.
JMC was clearly the band everyone came to see. As soon as they got on stage, you could immediately feel the energy. Their music is easy to get into it’s the kind of sound you just want to crank up real loud and dance around your room to or drive down Main Street.

The show: except for the feedback that seemed to go on forever during one of their last songs, it was pretty impressive overall. The smoky, musty atmosphere as well as the light show had a great effect on the audience. The auditorium was almost sold out. According to Brian Cosgrove, head of Class One Concerts, that hasn’t been done in quite a few years.

The only real problem with the show itself was that it was indoors. Many people felt restricted and crowded. When asked, some audience members said, “Why are people sitting?” and “I wanted to dance in the aisle, but I couldn’t.” Obviously, JMC isn’t Beethoven. You can’t just sit there and appreciate it...you have to move.

The other two groups: I didn’t get a chance to see Velvet Crush. According to most, they were average. “They reminded me of Soul Asylum.” “Not bad, but not as good as I expected.” The lead singer interviewed with WMSC before the show. “He’s a great guy, down to earth...” A great personality makes the band likable.

Shudder to Think, on the other hand, had opinions which differed like night and day. From what I’ve come across, people either hate them or love them. Shudder to Think was “awesome! They rocked!” “Rehashed AC/DC-esque big hair rock without the hair.” “Spontaneously energetic.” “Too unclear, whining vocals you can’t understand.” “The reason I came.” “A cheap imitation of the Violent Femmes.”

Anyway, the show in general was fair. Everybody had an opinion. One MSU student stated that he “spent more time in the lobby” while another said he was “blown away! Great bands, great concert...Got my money’s worth!”

I can’t rate the first two groups but as for JMC, on a scale from one to ten, for personality they don’t come close to getting on the scale. For ability, I’d give them an eight. For originality, a four. To me it sounded like the same old song over and over again. As one fellow student said, they had “nothing new to offer and the cheese fries were soggy.”

The remarkable innovation that Cranes exemplify is shown through on “Pale Blue Sky” and “Bewildered.” The title track is the “sound” that U2 tried to capture unsuccessfully on Zooropa, but Cranes play it like they invented it.
Cranes are a fresh, lively band with experimental sounds that come across as intelligent and innovative. It is only a matter of time before Top 40 chokes away another form of this type of originality.

Cranes
Loved
Arista
Imagine Sonic Youth with British pop sensibilities. The result is Cranes, if that even means anything anymore. The first song, “Shining Road” features a vocal style similar to none another than Cyndi Lauper. The rest of their songs are good, not great, but not as good as I expected. The one thing which was fairly obvious was that throughout most of their songs, the beat was repetitive.

The remarkable innovation that Cranes exemplify is shown through on “Pale Blue Sky” and “Bewildered.” The title track is the “sound” that U2 tried to capture unsuccessfully on Zooropa, but Cranes play it like they invented it.
Cranes are a fresh, lively band with experimental sounds that come across as intelligent and innovative. It is only a matter of time before Top 40 chokes away another form of this type of originality.

REVIEW: the Cult
by Elise Ramirez
A friend of mine was tired of going to shows all by herself, so she recruited me of all people to accompany her. I can’t say that I ever was a big fan of the Cult. I faintly remember some of their old stuff, but nothing grabbed me, so I did have some misgivings about going.
All of my preconceived notions about the crowd that was going to attend were proved wrong. I imagined a bunch of heavy-metal kids, the high school variety. I’m glad I was wrong.
I didn’t become their biggest fan, but I should give credit where credit is due: they sounded realistic. Maybe I was expecting synthesized music, actually I don’t know what I was expecting, I do know that the sound alternated between hard and soft. Everything was where it was supposed to be, I imagine.
Other than that Ian-what’s-his-name looked like he could’ve been a member of Suede. He had on this tight black shirt and sported barrettes in his recently cut short hair. The only brownie point he got was from the fact that his shirt had a big star in the middle (reminiscent of Wonderwoman).

Wanted: A&E assistant editor to eventually take over editorship position. Must be a dedicated and hard worker. Knowledge of Macintosh and PageMaker preferred but willing to train. Call Kelly at 655-5169 or inquire within.
Do you think you have the right to force a woman to have sex if she flirts with you or dresses in a provocative way?

Do you think you owe him sex if he takes you out on an expensive date?

Acquaintance Rape Affects Every Community, Including Ours

Come to a Community Open Forum on Acquaintance/Date Rape

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!

Wednesday, November 16, 7:30 p.m.,
Blanton Hall Atrium

Sponsored by the Programming and Retention Committee (Office of Residence Life) and the Residence Hall Association

The Montclarion/November 10, 1994
What? That’s it?

The Confederate Flag controversy has apparently prompted Montclair State University President, Irvin Reid, to issue a statement on “Respect for our differences” this past week. The issuing of the message is not surprising; in matters of campus-wide concern, the Office of the President is where students, their organizations, the faculty, and the administration all first look to get MSU’s stance on happenings, and a sort of guidance. But after reading what President Reid has said, it’s clear that the letter was too little, too late.

The idea of any racial tension on campus, small or little, demands immediate attention. On this delicate issue, Reid should’ve been at the forefront of administrative commentary about the issue, and should have outlined a clear course of action that the administration will take. President Reid was on the right track by saying “We all have a responsibility to cultivate an atmosphere of respect,” but has he practiced this credo personally by sitting back during the initial maelstrom and then coming forth when some of the smoke cleared and the television crews drove off? By being there in the beginning, some of that inflammatory hype could’ve been avoided.

But maybe it’s just as well that Reid’s statement wasn’t released right away. It could’ve made things worse. He asked for good will on campus “as the holiday season approaches.” Excuse us Mr. Reid, but we can’t put this issue on the back burner to do some shopping. And why wasn’t the flag incident directly addressed in the letter? Surely the letter wasn’t spur of the moment.

Why sidestep an issue that MSU students are so concerned about?
Don’t bring up F-Troop around this guy!

As a native “American,” I would like to offer my insights regarding the meaning of New-hyphenation appearing on Montclarion, Nov. 3, 1993. My apologies are to those whom I might have offended.

Man has been in the Americas for about 40,000 years. White men have been around for only less than five hundred years and others are here less than a mere 200 years. It is presumptuous for the white man to pretend that the “Native-Americans” are only one more in the long line of hyphenated-immigrants to the so-called “New World.” We are the New World.

The native “Americans” will further reject efforts to disappear into the U.S.-European transplant melting pot. The white man’s melting pot concept is a sham, a scheme. It will not work. Some are drawn to become “Americanized” and adopt American values. One cannot avoid growing up Americanized. The United States of America is a nation where you see mostly white European-Americans on television, magazines, and newspapers.

If European-Americans insist on calling us Native-Americans, then we must insist on asking: What is an American? Is it an American immigrant? A European scapegoat? A European transplant? People like Mestizos, with their other dominant significant half, are the eternal foreigner suffering from the immigrant complex, dwelling in nature and in soul. A transplanted European, with pretense of native origins. Their culture, like the name of this continent, is imported. For generations, despite furious assertions of the white man’s originality, the “American” has aped the ways of the old “Indian” country, while exploiting the real native people of the “New World.” The European-Americans most patriotic cry is basically the ascendent retort of one immigrant to another. Feeling truly American only when that person is no longer the latest foreigner, he brandishes his “Americanism” by threatening the new arrival! “American, love it or leave it!” or “If you don’t like it here, go back from where you came from!” and “Go back to Bosnia.”

In a nation dominated by of European-Americans, it is a pity that some Mestizos are confused about who they are. “He who hesitates is lost.” In this ubiquitous nation, a Mestizo is a Hispanic-Mestizo. A new world race born of the racial and cultural blending of centuries. The Hispanics, the true best logical people of the Americas. The “Race” that has no end.

The term “Hispanic” is a Roman Latin derivative name given by the Romans for the Iberian Peninsula (Spain and Portugal). Its earliest inhabitants were the Iberians, possible ancestors of the Basques; but Celts later intermingled with them to form the mixed Celtiberian people. Some Iberian and Celtic tribes, however remained among themselves. The unmixed Iberians of Basque descendent dwelt in the south and east, the Celts in the west and the Celtiberians (Hispanics) in the north-central plateau.

I hope to see justice done and credit given where credit is due. I would like to take this opportunity to inform that to the News people the label “American” is analogous to the Confederate Flag.

Bravo Gabriel

And you better not be whistlin’ Dixie!

The main editorial of Nov. 3 addressed the issue of the Confederate Flag incidence of the past week. This article was a farce and an affront to objectivity. The article read, “Regardless of the responsible actions taken by Delta Kappa Psi, OSAU has not let up in their tirade against them.” I ask, “when did the pursuit of justice become an harangue?”

I will venture to assume you do not know the meaning of the word tirade, and excuse you. But if you do know the meaning, then you have purposely offended the oppressed people of this earth. Imagine, if you will, a Hebrew person being offended by the presence of a swastika (remember the Nazis?) in the MSU cafeteria. Would you then refer to their search for justice as a tirade? To you I say be careful. Be very careful in your choice of words. You may be called upon to defend your beliefs and may be found guilty of hypocrisy.

In conclusion, I would like to address the member of Sigma Gamma Rho who said, “I didn’t think they were racist before but now I do” in response to the accused’s denial of the admission of three predominantly black organizations to the jury. You silly woman, what in the actions of the accused signifies racism? Following your reasoning, I would be led to believe the prosecutor, Mr. Mike Costa, is racist. The actions of the accused was simply a prudent discretionary measure. If you have never heard of it, maybe you should consult a law dictionary, the O.J. defense team, or take a class in law studies. Empty barrels do make the most noise.

Gary-Anthony Lawson

The opinion section’s deadline is every Monday, 3:30 p.m...
Brian Clyburn’s letter to the MONTCLARION (Nov. 3) provided a sketch in miniature of the system­atic meanness and hypocrisy that swept over our campus last week. Clyburn was eloquent about some people’s God-given right “to be treated with respect as human beings with feelings,” but he didn’t seem conscious that he and many of his allies failed to accord such consider­ation to the brothers of Delta Kappa Psi.

I have used the word systematic because the villainy followed a pattern; every aspect of the controversy was interpreted, however unreasonably, to the disadvantage of the fraternity.

Clyburn expressed no doubt that the presence of the Confederate flag was Delta Kappa Psi’s way of saying “we don’t give a damn about how you feel or what your people have been through.” Well, if Clyburn can glean such a specific message in the absence of clear evidence maybe he should consider a career as a psychic. But “Clyburn the Clairvoyant” might have competition; there seems to have been no shortage of mind readers available to elaborate on the evil intentions of the fraternity brothers.

Damon Pearson, the man perhaps most responsible for creating this ugly media event out of an inadvertence, seemed to have had little doubt himself. It’s interesting to speculate about how differently the course of action would have turned if Pearson had been only slightly skeptical about the conclusions to which he so eagerly lunged.

He might have reflected that he is likely to be espe­cially well-sensitized to the more sinister associations of the symbol in question, and that the symbol is used in different ways by different people. He might have considered the possibility - no, the likelihood - that no deliberate insult was being made. Having taken such a thoughtful approach, he would still have been free to comment on his own disgust at seeing the flag.

In the event, Pearson showed himself more a man of action than thought. He amassed a posse of approxi­mately 40 OSAU members and descended upon the brothers of Delta Kappa Psi in what can only be called an act of physical intimidation.

Administrative intervention kept the conflict on a manage­able and quietly with Delta Kappa Psi; there just a modest man of goodwill could have settled things! Even rejected resentment and stood for magnanimity! Even an even more invertebrate showing seems to have turned if Pearson had been only slightly skeptical about the conclusions to which he so eagerly lunged.

Opinion/Thursday, November 10, 1994

More MONTCLARION Mailbag

Moon’s limits revealed

Upon hearing the news about a Confederate flag being hung in our Student Center cafeteria and being an African-American student, I admit that my first feelings were those of shock, anger and finally disappointment. This incident hit me as a realization of what I will be facing in the outside competitive world.

I often see African-Americans walking around campus with uplifting paraphernalia (buttons, hats, tee-shirts, etc.) stating, “Too Black, Too Strong” or “Strong Black Woman/Man.” This incident should be looked upon as a small obstacle that is intended to oppress us. Our minds shouldn’t be interrupted from obtaining our education to lashing out our emotions against a person or certain group of people. Instead, we should hold our heads up, without intimidation, and believe that we are “Too Black and Too Strong.”

I agree with Malcolm X: “It will take a nation of millions to hold me back.” The group of people involved in this incident are defeating the purpose of attending MSU because they are still practicing igno­rance. They felt as though this was a symbol of something they were proud of, although it represented negativity. In relation, African-Americans are proud of a flag of red, black and green that symbolizes struggle and motivation of our people. To each his own.

Coming from an emotional, yet stable mind, I would have to say yes, we should be upset but let’s grab hold of our emotions and focus on our main reasons for attending MSU. Look upon this incident as a reminder or “wake up call” of what will be awaiting our entrance into the “real world.” Remem­ber, “the moon cannot answer the howl of every wolf.”

Kalimah Ahmad

English

This is why we have to go to Mars

The Conservation Club would like to commend the Greek Council for devising a reasonable proposal regarding the painting of campus rocks. Environmentally speaking, this is one of the best proposals yet.

Whether or not the painted rocks are aesthetically pleasing is of concern to many. The damaging impact of the environment however, weighs heavily.

The problem begins with the materials used to paint the rocks. According to the “Clean Water Fund,” up to 30 toxic substances, including solvents and fungicides, have been found in commercial oil and latex paints. Harmful vapors are emitted for months after the paint dries. Additionally, if any is spilled, these harmful substances seep into the ground where further damage is done to the wildlife and water supplies.

For these reasons rock painting poses a serious threat to the sanctity of our natural environment. On the flip side, rock painting is in fact an impor­tant part of our school’s history and is also one of the least environmentally damaging outlets. Painting over the same rocks reduces the use of materials that might be needed for such advertising. Flyers are damaging to trees and also require a great deal of additional materials and production. Permanent structures would also require significant production and cost.

The position of the Conservation Club therefore is: if rock painting must be done, limit the amount of rocks as proposed. Use non-toxic vegetable-based paints whenever possible. Furthermore, we do not agree that the sorority/fraternity rock painting privi­lege should be immune from future challenges, as proposed by the Greek Council.

Linda Coney

Please type all submissions to Op/ed.
Perot's grass roots organization, United We Stand, seems to be a rather successful group with some good ideas, but has he also turned his back on this? This organization was chartered to sail our nation towards the "peaceful shores of small government and reduced debt," yet he has aimed the helm into the pounding waves of taxation and the relentlessly graying skies of growing debt. He has now supported one of the Senate's biggest tax and spend liberals, the "honorable" Frank Lautenberg.

In addition, he has supported Mr. Gollisano, an independent fusion party candidate running for governor in New York. In doing so, Perot apparently attempted to stunt the flow of support for candidate, George Pataki. In fact, because of this action, Perot and Gollisano almost added another four years to the reign of ultra-liberal candidate, Mario "the Sfacime" Cuomo.

Ross Perot has seen this election as just another way to have his name heard. He sees this as an opportunity to gain credibility. Try again sir. You have simply shown you disregarded for the political ideals you claim to hold so dear and a great disrespect for "United We Stand," who go against most of what Lautenberg and Cuomo stand for.

Perot, I wish that I could believe that the great

A somewhat comical illustration of oppression

by Stephen Snyder

When this article goes to print, two things will have happened. First, George Calle will have returned from China. Perhaps his Ayn Rand view of the world will have changed a little having visited another country. I'm glad he's back. Now I can see who is more irrational concerning their politics: Calle or Rubino.

Secondly, the numerous congressional and gubernatorial elections will be over. I remain optimistic, but if the Republicans win... well, that's another column. Having written about free speech last week, I thought I would follow up that theme by discussing a case of censorship and injustice within our country's borders (yes, Mike Rubino and George Calle, such things do happen in the United States.)

Earlier this year, on March 29, 21 year-old Florida resident Michael Diana was sentenced to five years probation, a $3,000 fine and psychological evaluation for authoring a comic book. This may sound absurd, so I'll explain the whole story.

Diana authored a comic book series, Boiled Angel. Some of the subject matter depicted was incest, cannibalism, rape and other horrors. He didn't have the capital to invest in mass-producing these comics, so they were available only through a mailing list, with subscribers numbering less than 300 from all over the world.

Around the same time, law enforcement officials and the FBI were trying to track down a serial killer running rampant in Florida by the name of Danny Rolling. When a suspect in the murders was arrested, the police found copies of Boiled Angel in the man's possession. Although the man was later released, the comics were sent to Pinellas County prosecutor Stuart Baghiss, aka Pious Q. Prosecutor. It took no time for Baghiss to (in cooperation with the FBI) assign an undercover deputy to obtain copies of Angel from Diana for the sole purpose of charging him with obscenity. The bust was successful. Diana was arrested and charged with obscenity.

The trial of Michael Diana was a kangaroo court. Prosecutor Baghiss summoned art teachers from a local fundamentalist Christian college to testify about "the nature of art" and to condemn Diana's artwork as "obscene" and "negative."

Diana's attorney, Luke Liu, summoned cartoonists from the Village Voice to testify, to no avail. Baghiss's logic in his closing argument was simply, "Pinellas County has its own identity. It doesn't have to accept what is acceptable in the bath-houses in San Francisco. It doesn't have to accept what is acceptable in the crack alleys of New York." Prior to sentencing, Judge Walter Fullerton ordered Diana to county jail, although there was no evidence that Diana was a threat to society, or would jump bail.

Diana's sentence was a $3,000 fine, five years probation during which he will have to maintain full-time work, do eight hours of community service per week, undergo psychological evaluation and will not be allowed to come into contact with anyone under the age of 18. In addition, he is not allowed to draw anymore, not even for his own personal use. The trailer in which Diana has lived in with his father and younger brother is subject to arbitrary searches to confiscate "obscene" drawings.

Only in America, right? Some will say that this is an isolated incident, few and far between. That is not the point. In a land where citizens enjoy freedom of expression, a religious fanatic like Stuart Baghiss should not be allowed to determine what is or isn't moral.

Those who like to attach strings to art, such as Jesse Helms, Pat Buchanan or Reverend Donald Wildmon, miss the whole point of art and free expression. Sometimes art is shocking and offensive. Sometimes artists will hold up a mirror to society to show the society its own chaos between what you do and claim to believe is attributed to some mental disorder such as schizophrenia (which I suppose is a remote possibility). But I have to believe that you are more comparable to a graffiti artist. You enjoy changing things and then having everyone in town see the results. You're on some massive power-trip.

Well, America is sick of your double talk and incessant meddling. You have conquered the business world and now your ego has called for a greater challenge. Suppress your egocentric attitude and spend your money and time somewhere they could be more constructive. If you have legitimate political concerns, by all means speak up. Do not insult the American public, however, by using your political endorsements as showcases from which to display your power and influence over the democratic process. I am not at all against independents who emerge with a message of change. I am, however, very opposed to the democratic process being manipulated like an intriguing game of chess. I welcome new ideas and approaches to problems, but I do not appreciate arbitrary political manipulation and insincerity with the sole purpose of exciting oneself. In short, Mr. Perot, go back to your business and leave the meddling to the professionals. Some of the subject matter depicted was incest, cannibalism, rape and other horrors. He didn't have the capital to invest in mass-producing these comics, so they were available only through a mailing list, with subscribers numbering less than 300 from all over the world.
Rightly defending Mr. Bob Grant, radio icon

Political opportunism and steadfast hypocrisy have reared their ugly heads. The frivolous diatribe directed towards talk radio icon Bob Grant has caused much chaos concerning the never-ending rhetoric of racism. More important however, is the subtle way this nonsense took the focus of attention away where it should have been: on the NJ Senatorial Election.

Several weeks ago the Grant fiasco originated from two major events. The first was the hatchet-job on him by New York Magazine. Next came the protest on the steps of the State House in Trenton, led by Rev. Jessie Jackson. This is the same protest that scared Governor Christine Whitman (Whitless!) into publicly denouncing Grant. This is also the protest which launched the dirty tirade by the vulturous Frank Lautenberg (Lousey!) against his Senatorial opponent Chuck Haytaian. Although Haytaian had not publicly denounced Grant, he cravenly declined to appear on Grant’s program, the same program which had voiced Haytaian so many times before. For this, Whitman and Haytaian deserve a political slap in the face.

Lautenberg maliciously chose to use the race card. He has continually goaded Haytaian to dissociate himself from Grant in through debates and forum appearances. Last week he hit a new low by using the references to Grant in his T.V. and radio ads to convey a Grant/Haytaian racist connection. What Lautenberg did not do, however, was give the voters a clear plan for another six-year term.

The Lautenberg campaign is blatantly obvious conspiracy. He has literally used public tax dollars in an attempt to mumble free speech. Why campaign against Grant? Was his name on the ballot? Most disturbing was Lautenberg’s influence on the pulling of ads from Grant’s top-rated show. Amtrak, a government-controlled railroad, terminated $42,000 in ad sponsorship, part of $108,000 in ads spent annually by the railroad on WABC. Was it any coincidence that Lautenberg chaired the Senate’s transportation subcommittee, which approves Amtrak’s $1 billion annual federal subsidy? This is a case of a government-held corporation wielding financial clout to affect dissension. Lautenberg played the part of the influential politician who just happened to control the purse strings. He abused his power and used his influence to call for Amtrak’s boycott. Fortunately for WABC, though, all this attention has only increased ads bookings on the Grant Show, thereby more than offsetting losses.

The attack on Bob Grant has continued at a deafening level. Recently, he agreed to appear on NJN’s “On the Record” with host Larry Stuelpnagel. Stuelpnagel was brash, opening the segment with edited snippets of Grant’s program and then confronting Grant with a certain insinuation of guilt. I felt myself pulsating, wanting to reach out and defend him. But if one has ever listened to Bob Grant, one can learn a great deal about discourse and articulation by doing so. Nobody can defend Bob Grant like Bob Grant himself. Stuelpnagel referred to Rev. Jackson’s protest and repeatedly asked Grant to defend his statements heard on “the tape.” Grant responded matter of factly, “Since you’re so interested in tapes, I have tapes of Rev. Jackson appearing on my show.” Yes, the issue of deception and hypocrisy. Rev. Jackson has appeared on the Grant Show not once, but twice before. Ironically, Jackson claimed not to know who Grant was!

Rev. Jackson’s protest has led to further attempts to stifle Grant. A “coalition” consisting of political opportunists has since urged Grant advertisers to yank support from a self-described 48-year-old black man who believe blacks are only capable if one of his own listeners. Last week, Grant received support from a self-described 48-year-old black man who has been a victim of racism many times: “Bob Grant is not a racist. Bob Grant has been voicing his ideology for more than 24 years and suddenly his opinions are of major debate? The Democrats know Grant is a powerful conservative zealot. His show is ranked first in the state area, reaching over 500,000 listeners a week. He has been a vital role in the electing of Republicans, Christy Whitman and Rudy Giuliani in last year’s elections. Capped with Republican advisor Ed Rollins’ admission of a repressed black vote in 1993, these hungry Democrats were using everything in their power to spark voting interest.

But is he a racist? Admittedly, Grant is a unique personality. He is controversial and entertaining, while possessing a low tolerance for opposing ideologies. That word - ideology - may prove to be the key in defining Grant. Where is the coalition’s admission of his praise for black conservatives such as Walter Williams, Thomas Sowell, Shelby Steele and Clarence Thomas? Nobody dares to bring up this point, except of course for the black radio station WLJB, who like to refer to black conservatives as “Uncle Tom Negroes.” (Another point for hypocrisy!)

The best way to defend the magnanimous Grant against his impudent attackers is through the words of one of his own listeners. Last week, Grant received support from a self-described 48-year-old black man who has been a victim of racism many times: “Bob Grant is not a racist. The true racists are guys like Frank Lautenberg, who believe blacks are only capable if whites are putting them on the head and giving them encouragement.”

Are guys like Lautenberg and Torricelli so sanctimonious that they need to attack Grant to “defend” against something that does not exist in the first place?
The bottom line is unity

No doubt there is reason for a wide variety of different groups to feel insulted by an equal amount of different meanings the Confederate flag conveys. To some, it may symbolize the “pain and struggle for the many minorities that were oppressed by the evils of slavery.” For others like myself it is a symbol that represents a separatist movement, and a dark era in American history which left deep scars and caused the deaths of hundreds of thousands of American lives, both Blue and Gray, both Black and White. It is the symbol of a sentiment which pitted brother against brother and a nation against itself.

Today that flag again threatens to pit brother against brother, on a smaller scale yet with grievous consequences. Today I appeal to all parties involved in this conflict to read on with an open mind, and to keep a watchful eye on the possibilities for destruction and long-lasting hatred that could arise from our present discontent. Let us then avoid that fate and instead allow this experience to remind us how much we have grown out of our former ignorance, and yet how far we still yet must travel.

Though many factual details of the controversy are, and are likely to remain in dispute, what cannot be disputed is their irrelevance to the underlying constitutionality of the presence and visibility of the flag. The level of equality and freedom which we all enjoy as Americans, is reinforced by the protection of First Amendment. The rights that this document confers allow such freedom that even those thoughts which intend to oppose this very same system of laws are permitted expression. It is this freedom whose message stands as a beacon of hope to the rest of the world, announcing proudly, “we are strong enough to overcome opposing ideas, not by suppression but with the superiority of our own idea in an open and full exchange. Through this openness to challenges we are not weakened but invigorated.”

It is right that we the enlightened educate those who are in the dark. It is, however, the right of those who still cannot or will not concede that they are wrong to continue expressing those views if they so choose. Neither the American law, nor the American spirit could call for their coercion or persecution.

Beyond trying to convey one’s discomfort at another’s avowed beliefs, there is no acceptable option. It is an exercise in futility to perpetuate the conflict indefinitely, so that a point is reached where the wording or presentation of an apology is used as pretext for further inflaming wounded feelings. Such stubborn intolerance to alternative views can only foster division. And unless I am mistaken, our goal is greater unity.

To read and listen to some of the things being said about this incident one is tempted to believe that we haven’t come so far after all. When I hear my fellow students say that they couldn’t care less whether their group is liked or not by another group, I can hardly contain my sadness.

How little we’ve learned! If those are the kinds of thoughts that we privately harbor, then it is fortunate that this flag incident has brought them to the forefront so that we can work them out. Is it better that hateful sentiments should be thought and not expressed, or are we better off knowing how people stand on certain issues by allowing the free expression of thoughts? You know the answer. Now go out and really do something positive. Stop the rhetoric and media antics and work this out in a mutually respectful way.

There is no need to involve the Administration or to prosecute the fraternity through the formal kind of mechanisms which are now being mobilized. This only allows the situation to blow up further and satisfies only the hate-mongers in our midst. In a hope that this matter can be resolved without a lot of unnecessary further publicity, legal meddling and race-baiting, I offer my good offices to both sides in the dispute toward facilitating the cooperation needed to reach a mutually acceptable solution. I do so because I believe we can all get along and move beyond the division in our past.

As it once divided brother against brother, the Confederate flag has again placed a rift between us. This time we can grasp hands across the divide and be brothers again.

YOU’VE SEEN THE ADS NOW COME BE A PART OF THE ACTION!!!!

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS FOR THE MONTCLARION WILL BE HELD IN ROOM 113 OF THE STUDENT CENTER ANNEX ON MONDAYS AT 5 P.M.

ALL NEW AND CURRENT MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
Like frozen sentinels of the Serengeti, the century-old termite mounds had withstood all tests of time and foe — all tests, that is, except the one involving drunken aardvarks and a stolen wrecking ball.

Moments before he was ripped to shreds, Edgar vaguely recalled having seen that same obnoxious tie earlier in the day.
A Man Named Spielberg

Part 1: Name the Steven Spielberg-directed movie that features the following images:

1. A ferris wheel rolling out of control
2. A mashed-potatoes replica of Devil's Tower
3. A cave full of large insects
4. A one-eyed corpse floating in a sunken boat
5. Seagulls impeding an enemy plane
6. Lone fugitive vehicle chased by queue of police cars
7. Red car struggling to get up hill
8. A multi-colored food fight
9. Tyrannosaurus rex devouring a lawyer
10. Melting Nazis

Part 2: Name the Spielberg-produced movie that features:

1. Freshwater fish
2. A youthful Baker Street sleuth
3. A car vs. skateboard chase through a '50s town square
4. A cool underground pirate ship
5. A bathtub falling through the floor of a crumbling house
6. Lone fugitive vehicle chased by queue of police cars
7. A cave full of large insects
8. A multi-colored food fight
9. Tyrannosaurus rex devouring a lawyer
10. Melting Nazis

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) The economy will thrive after the government taxes only you.
Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20) Colonel Sanders will come to your apartment and vomit on your couch.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) You will not be able to resist Mom's Pumpkin Pie until you saw you tongue and jaw off.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) If you're looking for romance, the stars say to attend a book-burning.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Feeling blue? Masturbate furiously.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) People like a good pat on the back now and again, especially if they have painfully scabby backs.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Killing someone famous is a good way to become famous yourself.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) You'll invent a new kind of music. Saxophone music played by a fat jerk.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Capricorns are very outgoing. It is unknown how being born under a certain starsign affects someone's personality. In fact, it seems ridiculous. Nevertheless, Capricorns are very outgoing.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) If you're stomach's upset, don't swallow any Tums. Stick them right up into your colon.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) The stars wish to wear a lovely pink teddy. If you don't have one, make one from construction paper.

Candice Meyer's column will not be seen this week, since she got really angry at a man who tried to pick her up at a bar. She got so pissed off that she hit him over the head with a Zima™ bottle. The court date is this Friday. (I'm just kidding: I had no space this week -- HEY! PUT DOWN THAT BOTTLE!!!! [insert bottle breaking noises here].)
The Foreign Exchange Family from HELL!!!!
by John J. O'Sullivan

You just got your letter from "Generic Foreign Exchange Society, Ltd." verifying that you are going to go to Germany to study German at the Institut der Deutschen. You are so ecstatic about this, that you nearly pee in your pants' "GERMANY!! YAYY!!" you think to yourself.

Another letter comes in the mail the day after, from the Flemhicker family. It says, "Congratulations! We are your foreign-exchange family. We are excited to welcome to Germany! Signed, Mrs. Flemhicker." "Wow, she seems so nice!" you think to yourself. You have no idea of the hell that will ensue.

You go on the flight to Germany, and you finally arrive. You find the house at 538 Hausenfeffer Street in Bachsdkfjeferstat, and knock on the door. The door opens, and you see a man wearing a pink bunny suit holding a butter knife in one hand, and a horseradish root in the other. He warmly smiles at you and says (in German, of course).

"Hello and welcome to my vacuum tube. Would you like to be my monkey?" You smile back, and wonder if you should have paid better attention in German class. He then says it again, and this time, stands away from the door, beckoning for you to enter the house, or as he says, the "vacuum tube."

He closes the door behind you, and you follow him into the living room of the house. There you see the biggest yam that you have ever seen. This is no ordinary yam. In fact, it looks like a huge boulder. On it, sits Mrs. Flemhicker dressed in garbage bags. She says, "Welcome to Germany. How you can dance."

"Hello! Welcome to Germany! How you can dance." She then turns on the radio, and some weird music resembling jack-in-the-box music played backwards is being broadcast. "IM L. are you going to dance? Welcome to Germany!" Mrs. Flemhicker replies. The kids are yelling, "Lobotomy! Lobotomy! Yah yah yah! Fluffy gets a head job, yah yah yah. We got to eat Pop Tarts, pop pop yah!" You just stand there bewildered.

The next day you wake up wearing a Big Bird Suit, outside a restaurant in town called "Der IDathsdjfweoijfwdsjsd Cafe" (The restaurant where psychotic families drop off confused students). Fortunately you are still alive. You get up - OH HO!!!!!!

IT'S.......IT'S.......RICHARD SIMMONS!!!!! "Okay you fatty fat. it's time to do "Sweatin' to the Oldies"! It's going to be so much fun!! You drop dead with a sigh of relief; death is a much more of a pleasant fate than Richard Simmons.
CLASS 1 CONCERTS of the S.G.A.
presents

GNOSTIC TRIBE

APPEARING LIVE IN

THE RATT WITH

THE MURDERED

We promise
not to be as
LOUD as last
time.

A free
show with
2 bands and
$1 beers ON
CAMPUS....
I think you'll
Gready well
Survive!!)

Monday
Nov. 14th
at 7:30p.m.

All ages to party, 21 to drink... so get off your ass
SLACKER!
30

Jen D. (Sigma) - Happy 21st "Psudo Little" - it's about time!!!!
Good luck to the Zeta Eta class of Alpha Omega -
To my little Regina - Good luck! You're the best.
your almost there!
Sharon - good luck little - you're doing great and
Jen and Tray - we have to beat our 40 minute record
Hopefully you'll get in BEFORE i slit my wrists.
I wish I was in Dixie, hurray! hurray!
man - great bonding Sunday night!

Oh dear, the box is absolutely filled. I foal ill.

I want you to know that even though we haven't hung
Montclair's Football coaches SUCK! Let's hire 'em
for flag football refs.

You're lowering your standards!
From one pathetic to another - our lips are sealed!

Congratulations! I love you! Get ready for the best
time of your life-SIGMA!
Love your big, Diana
Carey (AO) - I think it's the 4th of July! Tray-C
Carley (AO) - Wait....you're a pledge????????
W.H.I.S.P.E.R.S.: Oink Oink!
Casanot,
Carley (AO) - Wait....you're a pledge????????
Corey (AO) - I think it's the 4th of July!
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Congratulations! I love you! Get ready for the best
time of your life-SIGMA!
Love your big, Diana
Carey (AO) - I think it's the 4th of July! Tray-C
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Congratulations! I love you! Get ready for the best
time of your life-SIGMA!
Love your big, Diana
Carey (AO) - I think it's the 4th of July! Tray-C
Carley (AO) - Wait....you're a pledge????????
W.H.I.S.P.E.R.S.: Oink Oink!
Casanot,
More Personals

To all of those who write lame sexual innuendos in their personals, please stop. -Something that JJO'S had to get off of his chest.

Easy there John.

Tom (ZBT) what’s going on??

Love - T

To the Tau Pledge Class AIX

You guys are doing great! I love you! #155

Tricia, Tracey, Janice,

We have to go out soon. I miss you!

A.N.

Greg,

"Puck" you.

Love, the gals in 508

To everyone,

"Can’t we all just get along?"

Lambda Tau Omega Sorority, Inc.

You know with all this animosity and hypocrisy who needs enemies. Let’s grow up before we all miss out.

AIX Sisters and pledges,

Thanks for the help the night I got a hole in my chest.

PS Watch out for falling rocks!

Maria, I wouldn’t mind having you as a roommate it’s just your PMS I have a problem with. I love you anyway.

Vanessa

To my ever so dear friend,

If you set it free and it comes back top you then it was meant to be, but let’s not keep our love waiting too long.

Love, your friend

Love is like a ball of yore.

It gets played with.

It gets used up.

But in the right hands it can be made into something beautiful.

Don’t stop laughing. Be serious!!!

Dolly,

You’re the greatest! Look ya! -Rubberneck

To Vanessa and Joe,

Thank you for your support and for believing in all of us.

R.S.

To: Slade, Estelle, the Godfather, and our Storyteller,

We did it! It’s finally over!

IT’S MILLER TIME!!

(Derek, Corrine — don’t laugh so hard you might throw up!!!)

Love, Tonia

Marie,

My points are still on! Are yours? -Love #9

The Sociology Society will meet Nov 4th from 3-4pm

in Big B. Rm. 340. All majors welcomed.

Dori (ZBT)

You always wanted a personal, so here it is. Happy Birthday! I love you! THANKS for being a great friend!

-Mindy, AIX #155

Dear,

How the hell are you? Where the hell are you? I have a better chance of seeing you in Balmor. Hey, good luck at Montclair!

A.N.

I love it when girl’s listen to their friends and make huge mistakes!

—Sux

Sux, I can’t see you on Wed. I have to meet with my Club counselor at 2:30 — Then I have to take my midterm for French class. Wish me luck!

Au Revior, Brian

LaMast

You don’t have to go to school here so much you got a secret admirer in Bokie.

I CAN’T TAKE THIS ANYMORE!!!!!! NO MORE!!!! ARRRRRR!!! ACK! It’s break time, sorry about that. All of this tension could killer a cocker spaniel.

—JJO’S

Dear,

Now, I must carry on the never-ending saga of the personals page. Oh Joy!!!

Tom

Dec ’90

I didn’t get beat up by no girl.

Hollywood ’94

Lefty ’94

Go for what you know kid

Hollywood ’94

Big Back ’90

Please don’t put those pictures in circulation.

Hollywood ’94

Tau Pledge (AIX)

I love you girls. Don’t stress! I am so proud of you.

Lauren #156 (AIX)

Tracey (Alph Omega)

Tomato + Onion = Saturn Caution: When you hear this held on to your M = ME

Love, Lauren (AIX)

Tina (152 AIX)

Play that funky music! Misskarena, we think we are stuck in an 80’s time warp.

Love, Lauren (AIX)

Dolly,

Don’t hate me cause I swear it’ll go swell… n.k. jerk??

Love, Rubberneck

T. Bird

Think we’ll get married before we’re 507 me

Jonny Bunny

You had Nothing like college life. Let’s go til one out! This job stuff is the pits! Miss ya! Regine

To: "How come nobody ever writes me any personals?"

My momma says that if you want to get personals you have to send a few yourself. And that’s all I have to say about that.

Forest

Thank-you for the above tip, I have now learned that one must direct a personal to someone in order to receive a personal in return. Thank-you for showing me the light!

Tom

Black cat

I see a secret in your eyes

Princess

Psycho bunny,

A 2/2 heading bunny with protection from green grass has just invaded the bathroom.

Dr. Dizzy

$5 for a magic card. What the hell was I thinking????????

Italy (AXP)

Do, I hope you love late night movie reviewing, or should I say musicals?

Love, Tray- C

To all my Tri-Sigma pledge sisters

Go Zeta-Go Zeta, Go,Go,Go Zeta! You guys are the best! Thanks for putting up with me these past two weeks when I’ve been walking on the clouds!

Love, Pari

Avp House

So out 5 in love.

Michael, Steeny, and Vivey

Kristen (T.S.)

You still haven’t told me whether or not the myth is true?

Love, Lauren (AIX)

Carrie

Smear Crib Death! Floppy Fish!

Luc, your roommate

Allen (Theta Xi)

Whatshakemadda!!!

To Brian Fuztner, here is a personal. Enjoy it and don’t just your imagination? I guess plastic outgrows more than beer.

Mal

Mish

What will life be like without the plastic one? I guess I’m going to know now.

Mal

Maria Doh

Do you need my bubbles?

Stressed UASS Chair

Let’s go to Kokomo!

Maria (Delta Chi)

Thanks for the Sunday night, Ethel. Next time you’re coming in your behind on the way, app yrk a (Mindreaders)

Puese, Tray- C

(AIX) Sue & Yats Alpha Sigma Phi Absolutely!!!!

Love ya, 152

Caylon (AIX)

How’s Africene? He’s cute!!!

Love, Mari

Vis (Tom Phi Beta)

Congratulations!!!

Love, 152 (AIX)

Dave (Montclair)

Hi! How are you? I’ll give you a call.

Merrae (AIX)

Go Dave. You are the man and I am really, really jealous.

Marillean (SDT)

The Mother****ers want to take another spin on your head.

Love, Tom

Kelly (NM SDT)

I love you! Hop-Hop-Hop

Love, Guess?

Cassie & Nicole (NM SDT)

You’re going to that Bake Sale?

Love, Me

Vanessa & Chad (AKPsi)

We must have been smoking crack last week?

Love, Tamara the great

Nicole (NM SDT)

Don’t make me put my foot up your ass! (And by the way I love ya!)

Love, Mom

To the Alpha Upsilon Class of AKPsi

Keep up the good work & come visit me more often.

Love, Raymo bitches almighty

Paddin’ head Jr.

How much worse can it get? I think I’d be better off on the field rather than in the forest.

Paddin’ head Sr.

Edith

Take a light at the right!

Gregg

Hopefully we’ll both meet those special people soon. I’m hoping it’s in the next week!

Mallissa

Mish

Did I get left in Hoboken or was it just my imagination? I guess plastic outgrows more than beer.

Mal

Mish

What will life be like without the plastic one? I guess I’m going to know now.

Mal

Marie Doh

Do you need my bubbles?

Stressed UASS Chair

Let’s go to Kokomo!

Maria (Delta Chi)

Thanks for the Sunday night, Ethel. Next time you’re coming in your behind on the way, app yrk a (Mindreaders)

Puese, Tray- C

(AIX) Sue & Yats Alpha Sigma Phi Absolutely!!!!

Love ya, 152

Caylon (AIX)

How’s Africene? He’s cute!!!

Love, Mari

Vis (Tom Phi Beta)

Congratulations!!!

Love, 152 (AIX)

Dave (Montclair)

Hi! How are you? I’ll give you a call.

Merrae (AIX)

Go Dave. You are the man and I am really, really jealous.
Join the Montclarion!

**MONTCLARION**

We can help you when you help us.

By working on your University's student newspaper, you build strong friendships and gain invaluable experience and resume opportunities that are impossible to gain after graduation. Positions are available in journalism, graphic design, writing, and management. So join us in our fight for truth, justice and the improvement of campus. It can make a difference for everyone.

The Montclarion, Student Center Annex, rm 113a, 655-5241
Even More Personalas

Vivian (AXP)
I’m happy to see you’re in love!

Carla
Don’t worry, you can always eat lunch with me!
Love ya roommate, Sarah-Loo

Women’s Student Organization Meetings - Mondays 5:30 p.m. Room 422 in the Student Center

LRA
Ladies are all that and then some, I should know because I’m a stud!
Love ya, Maria (LRA)

Gregg
You’re welcome anytime!! See I told you I would and I did.
Wendy

Sandy S. (LASG)
You’re doing a great job with Latina Month. A few more weeks and you can stop moaning that Power Rangers pink bubble maker.
Love ya, Sandy G.

I CAN ALMOST SEE THE BOTTOM OF THE BOX!!!!!!!
Tom

What, When, Where, Why and How. Too many questions RATT.
Jury

I got a funny little drinking problem. I’m always swaying at the fence.
Top O’ the morning to ya
House of Pain

Hey romain you cozy the floor with lemon pledge. I keep falling on my ass!!!
Elmo

NFL Monday ‘95 is played out. Let’s get a new game.
Hey Kristen

What not for dead animals when you are walking.
Elmo

OSAG meetings Tuesdays 7:30 p.m. Student Center Cafe C.

Kim Good (SDT)
When are gonna have some more coffee talks? Love, Ya

Wendy (WM Tri Sigma)
You are the best. I love you Little Little
Your grand big Krisy
#33

Did I tell you... Have a nice day at work. Hah Hah.
#3

To the Mu class of SDT
Stay strong! I love you guys! You make me very proud!
Love, Mom

Mike (AXP)

Did you and your girlfriend have fun in Florida last week? I bet you did!
Love, your future sister-in-law

Kenny G.
Ready to go grandiegging again? Who knows, you may just find a “strip.”
P.S. Do you want to get something to eat? From the guy in your song

Lambda Ladies
Keep struttin’ your stuff because it’s all about you!!
Maria (LRA)

Congratulations, Zenter, Whynne, Yoga, Fritz (Eta Class)
You guys did a great job and earned it. You guys are finally BULLS. Welcome to the brotherhood. Do not take any shit from anybody anymore.
Dings

Heather (SDT)
We had many good times. How forward and onward. No hard feelings. O.K.
A close good friend

Pledge class Alpha Upsilon
Always remember that: “Where there is unity there is power.”

GOF
To the Brothers of AXPsi
Thanks for your caring and your support through these weeks. It’s been rough but I have faith that our entire pledge class will make it and I hope all of you brothers feel the same.
Pledge Shiner Energy

To all Greeks:
It’s 10 p.m. Do you know where your pledges are?

From one pledge to another
When can we go back to aggrochick to talk about the Indians?
Pledge class Alpha Upsilon
Good luck in the weeks ahead. Remember BE one.
Mike P. (Alpha Kappa Psi)

J.R. (OK)
You have a secret admirer???

Happy Birthday Mark. Learn how to drive?
Love, Elmo

Ma Sigma Upsilon and Sigma Phi Phi:
We had a great time Friday night. That’s the way it should always be. We must do it more often.
Lambda Tau Omega

Daisy
Look at the flower. Remember I’m there for you. Your big Mike

Kris (Sigma)
I’m sorry for the “lie” and the heat you’re getting because of me. The feelings I express to you are the truth regardless of what they say.
Love, Kris

To my big, Linda and Faye

Thanks for being there for me and showing me the way through the pledging process. Love you guys.
Love your little “Shiner Energy”

To the Zeta Class of Tri-Sigma
Keep up the good work. You guys are doing awesome.
Love your pledgemom Krisy

Emily (TS)
I think Wendy is the perfect addition to our already perfect family
Your Big

To my family
Sorry my head has been in the clouds lately. I love you guys!

SDT #116
Luna
Cheer up! I hate to see you so gloomy.
Love, Sheer Energy

Bill-Wend
I’d like to make future evenings a weekly thing.
What do you say?

“The Cure”

Kristin (SDT)
Thanks for being the best Big! I love you! I don’t know what I would do without you! Can’t wait to hangout with the family!
Love, your good little Melissa

Laura (SDT)
You are the #1 cousin. Thank you everything and I love you very much! Just wait until we can go out together and party.
Love, Michele

Caroline (SDT)
Thank you for being the #1 big! You are definitely the best and I love you!
Michelle, your little

SDT New Members
You guys mean so much to me and I don’t know what I would do without you! 10 till the end!!
Love, Michelle

SDT New Members 10 till the end.
Godmother
Thank you for everything! We love you
Love, the SDT new members

CT
Our night off was the best- we’re such little kids.
Love ya, LC

“A”
Go back to Scotland! Yesah Yeaah right! Hope you guys have a good time while you are there!
Love, Chutes & Eggplant

“A”
Rock on! Stop hanging out with all those people. Clip your hands!
Love ya- chutes

Eggplant
“Is this the voice and speech class?” It’s Thursday and you’re wearing green!
Love, Chutes

To my roomie Chris
I have two things to say to you 1. oh my God 2. A.E.I.O. mmn! Love ya!

Tom Maggie
I’m watching you!
Love, your secret admirer

Chutes
“Wild Thing!” Don’t be T.C.! Remember to keep our secret in the closet.
Love, Eggplant

“…”
If you’re partying and you know it shake your head! I love ya- honey!
Eggplant

Tommy
Rock on with Manny!
Love, Berns

Matthew X.
We love you!
Love, The Dance Dept.

“A” + Chutes
Thank you for being such awesome friends!
Love always, Eggplant

Come down to the MONTCLARION and drop off your personal ad. There is no charge! ABSOLUTELY FREE! No strings attached! What are you waiting for?
Deadline for publication is the Friday before the next issue.
International employment - Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For info call (206) 623-2246 ext. J50961.

Travel free to Cancun, Nassau, Jamaica & South Padre Island. Spring break with Sun Bound Vacations. Organize a small group of 15 as a college rep. Call 1-800-4-SUN-BOUND for details.

Spring break - Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299. Air, hotel, transfers, parties and more! Organize a small group - earn FREE trip plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.

Wanted!!! Individuals, student organizations and small groups to promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. Call the nation’s leader, Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013.


Glenridge - two room apartment close to transportation and shopping. Private home $450.00 call Grace 744-7396.

Three and a half room modern apartment - completely furnished. Available 12/18/94 until end of school year. Can be shared by two to three students - Rental $700 month + utilities. Call Claire at 472-1093 or Ann Smith Real Estate at 777-4444.

Part time baby-sitter needed to care for eight month old in our Towaco home. Flexibility a must. Six to 10 days/month. Early mornings and afternoons. Experience and refs. req. Call 402-9315.


Baby-sitter needed five days a week, two hours daily. 5:30-7:30 p.m. Must have transportation. Immediate. Call Carol 239-8311.

Experienced, energetic and responsible person needed for child care Mondays and Thursdays. 12-5 p.m. Some flexibility. Steady work. Great kids. Must be good driver, have own car and references. 509-0940.

Part time for local housekeeping company. Approx. 20 hrs. per week. Daytime. Car helpful but not necessary. Please call 748-4761 and leave a message.

M C A T
DR. BLANK'S REVIEW
THE BEST MCAT AND DAT PREPARATION AVAILABLE!
Taught by PhD and MD
19 Years of Success
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT!
201-966-9054
DAT / OAT

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

RESUMES, CAREER COUNSELING, & CAREER PLACEMENT

FREE CONSULTATION
25 LASER PRINTED RESUMES
LIFETIME RESUME STORAGE
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE!

A PROFESSIONAL EDGE
THE CAREER PLACEMENT PROFESSIONAL

248 Columbia Tpk., Florham Park, New Jersey
(201)966-6063
CONTACT: ANDREA GIORDANO
(conveniently located off of Columbia Turnpike & South Orange Avenue)

STUDENT FITNESS MEMBERSHIPS
30 DAYS for just $25
College Students Must Be Full-Time Undergraduate, 18-25 Years, and Show Current I.D. Card
227-4000
YOGI BERRA'S FITNESS & RACQUETBALL CLUB
333 FAIRFIELD BUSINESS CAMPUS, ROUTE 46 WEST, FAIRFIELD, N.J. 07004

Free Weights
Daily Aerobics Classes
Treadmills-Exercise Bikes
Stair Climbers-Rowers
Saunas, Whirlpools
Racquetball
Wallyball
Tanning Salon

Use of Facilities 7 days Per Week
No Long Term Commitment
Clean, Spacious Locker Rooms and Workout Areas
ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING
YOU'VE KNOWN ALL ALONG.

Over 1.6 million people in education and research know that choosing TIAA-CREF was a smart move. And now everyone else does too. Because Morningstar—one of the nation's leading sources of variable annuity and mutual fund information—has some stellar things to say about our retirement investment accounts.

"This comfortable combination of risk and return has earned the CREF Stock Account a five-star rating."*

After studying CREF's performance history, Morningstar gave five-stars—its highest rating—to both the CREF Stock and Bond Market Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the CREF Social Choice Account. In fact, the CREF Stock Account was singled out as having "...one of the best 10-year records among variable annuities."*** Of course, past performance is no guarantee of future results.

"...CREF is far and away the cheapest variable annuity out there." Morningstar also called attention to CREF's "...rock-bottom" fees—something that can really add to the size of your nest-egg down the road.

What's more, TIAA's traditional annuity—which offers guaranteed principal and interest plus the opportunity for dividends—was cited as having the highest fixed account interest rate among all annuities in its class.

We're happy to accept Morningstar's glowing ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll keep focusing on something more down-to-earth: building the financial future you want and deserve.

For more information about our Morningstar ratings or TIAA-CREF, just call 1-800-842-2776.

Ensuring the future for those who shape it.*

**Source: Morningstar Inc. for periods ending March 31, 1994. Morningstar is an independent service that rates mutual funds and variable annuities on the basis of risk-adjusted return. These ratings are subject to change every month. The top 10% of funds in each class receive five stars, the following 22.5% receive four stars.
***Among the variable annuity accounts ranked by Morningstar: the CREF Social Choice Account was 1 of 12 growth-and-income accounts with 10 years of performance. Morningstar ranks the performance of a variable annuity account relative to its investment class based on total return. The CREF Social Choice Account was the highest rated account in its class during the 10-year period. Morningstar, Inc. is not affiliated with TIAA-CREF. For more information, including charges and expenses, call 1-800-842-2733, ext. 1099 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
Red Hawks dominate Jersey City St., 42-10
by Glenn Steinberg

MSU again made a bid on Saturday to get its record at an even 5-0 for the season by whipping the Jersey City State College Gothic Knights by a score of 42-10. The big story of the game for MSU (4-5, 2-2 NJAC) was the turnovers that they recovered, which lead to great field position for them. On the day, the Gothic Knights (0-8, 0-5) turned the ball over six times, with the Red Hawks capitalizing on them by scoring three touchdowns.

The game started off very slowly for both teams with each team’s first three drives ending in punts before the Red Hawks jumped ahead 7-0 on their fourth possession.

Their scoring drive only took four plays including a 12-yard holding penalty that was tacked on to the Red Hawks and a 15-yard pass interference call on the Gothic Knights. The drive ended on a 24-yard pass to wide receiver Dion Bernardini from starting quarterback Brian Cooney (3 of 11, 85 yds.). Kicker Scott Rubinetti added the extra point to give them the seven point lead.

Durinig the game, Red Hawk head coach Rick Giancola flip-flopped between quarterbacks Cooney and Darren Volker (2 of 5, 18 yds.) and even third-string quarterback John Poznanski saw some action late in the game. The coach said the reason for switching between the quarterbacks had nothing to do with their performances. “I was just giving both of them some playing time,” said Giancola. He rated both of their performances as “fair”, and said that there were a lot of dropped balls by the receivers that should have been caught, especially early on in the game.

Their second scoring drive came on their first possession of the second quarter. Rolls returned a Gothic Knight punt 41 yards giving the Red Hawks the ball at Jersey City’s 17 yard line. This scoring drive was all running back Mike Green who ran the ball two times, once for seven yards before running 10 yards for the touchdown, giving the Red Hawks a 14-0 lead after Rubinetti’s successful PAT.

On MSU’s next possession, they went three and out. JCSC finally got on the board when linebacker Mel Williams blocked Daryl Pellegrino’s punt which rolled out of the end zone resulting in a safety and two points for the Gothic Knights. The lead was then cut to 12 points, with MSU ahead 14-2. On the day, Pellegrino punted seven times for a 42.9 yard average. There were a total of 15 punts in the game.

JCSC regained possession because of the safety and wound up turning the ball over to MSU as a result of a failed fourth down conversion when quarterback Leroy Williams (4 of 13, 61 yds.) threw an incomplete pass. On the day, the Gothic Knights also used three different quarterbacks including Brett Lauer (4 of 11, 32 yds.) and Ian Bartuck (2 of 3, 63 yds.) who threw the

continued on page 37

Red Hawk Happenings
compiled by the MONTCLARION’s Damon Churchwell and Nick Gantaifis

ALMOST, BUT NOT QUITE: The rematch between MSU’s top runner, Micheline vonDoehren and Rowan’s Suzanne Mergner supplied all the thrills expected and more at the NJAC cross-country championships this past Saturday. As in the New York City marathon, the two ran neck-and-neck to the finish.

Despite a superb effort, vonDoehren finished second in 18:22, losing by three seconds to Mergner, who set the course record in the process. But for vonDoehren, who had her personal three-meet winning streak snapped, it was her best time ever on a 3.1 mile course. Earlier in the season, she lost to Mergner by a mere eight seconds.

“She ran the best race she possibly could,” said MSU assistant coach John Brennan. “She was just beaten by a girl who was faster.”

The next meet for the cross country team is at the regionals in Allentown, Pa. However, vonDoehren will not compete due to a conflict with her classes.

SWIMMERS BARELY TREADING WATER: Despite a few stellar individual performances, the MSU men’s and women’s swimming teams dropped their respective meets to NJAC rival Trenton State.

The men (0-3, 0-1 NJAC) dropped a 136-91 decision. But Billy Bollan swam well, nearing the school record while winning in the 200 meter Individual Medley (2:00.29). He also posted a win in the 500 meter Freestyle with a time of 4:50.98.

Charles Brucciolere broke school records in the one and three meter diving events. In the former he managed a score of 218.85 while in the latter, an optional event, he put up a score of 362.50.

Meanwhile the women (1-1, 0-1) were blown out by the Lady Lions, 178-34. The highlight of the meet for them was Christine Boos, who who swam well with a time of 5:53.00 in the 300 freestyle. According to captain Kristina Krivak, Coach Brian McLaughlin was pleased.

“Coach was much more happy and positive this time despite losing,” said Krivak, referring to his displeasure with last week’s Bloomsburg Tri-Meet.

continued on page 37

SPEAKING UP: Soccer Coach Rob Chesney

by Brian Falzarano

Coaching one team is tough. Coaching two is nearly impossible. MSU’s Rob Chesney had the task of coaching both the men’s and women’s soccer teams this fall. He tells of his difficulties, time management and gives an idea of his plans for next year.

Brian Falzarano: How hard was it to handle your first year coaching both men’s and women’s soccer?

Rob Chesney: I think in the first year, the only reason it was mainly difficult was in the scheduling (of practice times for both teams). Overall, I thought it went well. Sometimes wins and losses aren’t indicative of the goals you achieve.

It was time-consuming, no question about it.

BF: Were there any times you thought you were going to lose your mind?

RC: I don’t think I was going to lose my mind (laughing). Being part-time is difficult. Obviously if you’re there more often and doing things every day, it is easier. You could still be doing one sport (part-time) and it would still be tough. You look at 90-95 percent of the programs that are successful and they all have full-time coaches.

BF: How did you manage your time?

RC: Basically, you looked ahead each week to see with practice times. Sometimes you are on the field from four until eight. That’s a long time on the field.

BF: Were you pleased with both teams?

RC: Overall, I think we achieved our goals. We set goals and adjusted out goals. With the women, our goal was to become a team. With the men, our goal was to go back to the postseason. Nobody though we had a chance. We did good things.

BF: Will you do this again next year?

RC: (laughs) It’s a quality program. We believe in it and the players believe in it. Right now, I’m fulfilling my plan in recruiting for both.
Red Hawks 1-0 loss to Vassar an ironic one
MSU knocked out of ECAC's by eighth one-goal loss of year

by Brian Falbaruano

Coming off a 1-0 win over Stony Brook on Wednesday in the ECAC tournament, the MSU men's soccer team was feeling good about themselves. After all, it was only the third time they were able to win a contest decided by one goal this year.

And then there was Saturday. They travelled up to Vassar College, only to drop another of those infamous one goal decisions, 1-0, with three minutes left in the game on a crossing pass.

"We played well," said MSU Coach Rob Chesney. "We crushed them showtime (2-0). We had a shut go off the crossbar, a couple go off of the post. They got a goal on a scramble with three minutes left. That pretty much summed up the season for us."

At least in the second half of the season that has been the case. Ever since their midseason setback in winning streaks gave them a 9-4-5 record, the Red Hawks (12-9, 4-5 NJAC) have lost five of their past eight matches, getting shut out in four of those contests.

Though their defense has played well, the offense has been a definite eye sore. They have had their chances—outshooting Vassar by as much as they have was routine over the season. That is evidenced by the Red Hawks outshooting their opponents 287 to 155 this year. However, despite the disparity in shots, they only scored 17 more goals (43-26) than their opponents. Statistics such as those make the lack of results puzzling.

"We definitely had our chances," said senior co-captain Mario Barcelli, who played in his final game last Saturday. "We hit posts, crossbars. We were just unlucky."

As far as why this has happened so frequently, that is almost inexplicable. Both Batelli and Chesney attempt to answer that question, though.

"It's just something that happens that everyone goes through," said Batelli, who scored the only goal of the game late in the first half to beat Stony Brook last Wednesday in the ECAC first round. "A lot of it is a concentration problem on our part."

You also have to take into account that MSU had 14 new players this year, according to Chesney. They had to start five freshman this year to replace key starters such as Dom Bucci and Mark Williamson.

"Some of it's composure, some of it's experience, some of it's just," said Chesney of his team's difficulty putting shots past the opposition's goalkeeper. "I would say we didn't catch some breaks when we needed to."

Newcomers such as Rich Meyer, Ian Myles and Steve Partron were solid. They are also young. With some freshmen, you don't have to worry about them becoming acclimated. That is an ideal. But these freshmen needed time to get used to things. Their experiences will only serve to help MSU next year.

Thus, a sometimes trying, sometimes fulfilling year ends with some disappointment. Nonetheless, Chesney puts his team's "difficulties" into perspective.

"We started five freshmen," said Chesney "and played one of the toughest schedules in the country." So things can only get better for MSU, right, coach?"

"Reloading is a three year process," said Chesney, referring to replacing players such as Batelli and Erik Neubart, who move on after this season. "By the end of the third year we should be fine. It's all contingent on a good recruiting class."

Maybe the best is yet to come.

Win continued on page 36

MSU quarterback threw in all the second half, trying to spare any further humiliation to the Gothic Knights.

The Red Hawks scored their final points of the game on their first possession of the fourth quarter. Linebacker Adam Lach intercepted a Liquori pass. Its final scoring drive only took three running plays all by fullback Ralph Cinque who had gains of 20 and 8 yards before scoring on a 13-yard run. Rubini hit his sixth PAT to give the Red Hawks a whopping 42-2 lead.

A bit later, JSCC put together an impressive 99-yard scoring drive that ended with a 51-yard touchdown pass that was deflected off wide receiver B.J. Morrison and caught by tight end Sean Shumate with 22 seconds left in the game. Bartuck then completed a pass for the two-point conversion to end the scoring.

Giancola thought the key to their win was to get off to an early start. "We were fortunate with early scores," said Giancola. "It's easy when you're on top early. It puts pressure on the other team."

Senior running back Rob Colz, defensive back Frank Franci, line backers Jeff Kerwin and John Fiore, and defensive lineman Jason Williams. All of them are questionable.

Neubart heads list of MSU's All-NJAC athletes
by Tom Tracy

This past week, the New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) announced their all-conference honor roll for men's and women's soccer, women's tennis, volleyball and field hockey. Overall, MSU had four athletes named to the first team.

Erik Neubart is the most notable Red Hawk athlete to earn first-team All-NJAC honors. The senior midfielder paced the Red Hawks with 16 goals and 39 points. In the course of posting those numbers, he set the MSU career record for goals scored (59) and points scored.

Teammates Mario Batelli and Telimo Nunes were named to the second team. Both of the senior midfielders were key this year for MSU (12-9, 4-5). Batelli played solid on both ends, earning NJ College Division Player of the Month for September. Meanwhile, Myles was second on the team in scoring with 21 points (four goals, 13 assists).

Of their female counterparts only Keri O'Meara, who played her fair share of positions this year, was honored. The senior from Leonia earned second team honors. Also, Wendy Saladino was named to the first team for women's tennis, the first woman to do so in three years for the Lady Red Hawks (7-3).

For the field hockey team, which won only one game the whole season, seniors Katrina Anderson and Cheryl Herget earned first-team honors. Although goals were few and far between for them, they provided their squad with good, heads-up play the whole season.

Finally, she may only be a sophomore, but there is little doubt that Krista Gambello has become the leader of the Lady Red Hawks (14-11) volleyball team. The 5 middle hitter earned second-team All-NJAC honors.
You want to get involved in a school activity but don’t know what to do? That’s easy, silly. Why not write sports. There are plenty of opportunities available.

Still not convinced to give it a try? Then come down to Room 113 of the Student Center or call x5241 and ask for Brian Falzarano.

---

**Point/Counterpoint**

Who is the NFL’s best running back?

Tom: Barry Sanders is the best running back in the NFL. True, the Detroit Lions teams he has been a member of for the past few years have not been as successful as the teams that featured Emmitt Smith (Dallas) or Thurman Thomas (Buffalo). But this is not Sanders’ fault.

Unlike the aforementioned running backs, Sanders has accomplished comparable statistics without a regular starting quarterback, starting offensive line or any other offensive weapon that would stop defenses from keying on him.

Sanders has to create his own holes to run through and most endure a lot of punishment in an offense that is centered around him. He plays through the pain and despite being on a mediocre team, he deserves the title of the NFL’s greatest running back.

Brian: First, we should eliminate the impostors.

1. Rodney Hampton—Have you watched the Giants lately?
2. Barry Foster—Nope.
3. Thurman Thomas—If he can’t find his helmet, he can’t find his way to the top of my list.

That leaves my list between Marshall Faulk, Natrone Means, Emmitt Smith and Barry Sanders. Eliminate Means and Faulk because they are unproven.

Now we’re down to Sanders and Smith. Sanders is a great runner. But Emmitt’s got the rings. I love to watch Sanders. I agree with Tom that he is great. If you ask me, Smith is the NFL’s best running back, because the Cowboys cannot win without him. They have proven that, with all their weapons, he can get it done game after game.

---

**ATTENTION:** Students, Homemakers, etc...

Are you looking for that extra money that means more fun and freedom? Deluxe Check Printers has many part-time openings that have flexible hours with competitive wages. Take advantage of our comfortable working atmosphere, convenient locations, and subsidized cafeteria. We have various clerical and production positions waiting for you now!!! Please come in and apply at either our Mountain Lakes or West Caldwell Plants. (Apply between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.)

Tell A Friend!
**On the Ball**

**by Brian Falzarano**

**Fairy tales can come true**

One shot can make a difference. While one vote does not make all the difference in an election, if enough people vote, it could make or break a candidate’s bid to be elected. In playing the lottery, all you need is a dollar for one ticket and a dream.

Take George Foreman, for example. He took his shots against former heavyweight champion Michael Moore on Saturday night, but he was able to land none of his own. And while his slow, plodding punching style may seem ineffective to some, it gave him hope for being heavyweight champion.

Up until the 10th round, it had been a boring fight. My friends and I were having a conversation. This fight was shaping up as one of the most boring heavyweight title affairs ever. Then all of a sudden the bar was in the air.

I looked up at the big screen in shock, seeing Moore laying on his back with blood leaking from his bottom lip.

My vision was of Foreman in the corner, praying for what seemed like an eternity. It was not until I got to see the replay that I saw the new champ paw at the former champion Moore with a left hand before landing a thunderous right hand to Moore’s chin.

Throughout the fight, Moore was clearly the quicker of the two. For every punch Foreman landed, Moore landed two. My prediction was that Moore would win in five. He was even up by as much as five rounds on the scorecards, though he was up by seven in my opinion.

As ineffective as Foreman’s punches seemed, he was throwing his tremendous weight behind them. Moore was able to withstand the brunt of Foreman’s attack.

But there is always time for that one shot. That one punch, that one chance for a moment of fame. For white fame may be fleeting, it was not what Foreman, the preacher from Houston, needed or wanted on that night. It was the coveted, yet somewhat tainted heavyweight championship. Long considered one of the most coveted prizes in all of sport, it had been considered by many to be in a tailspin. Evander Holyfield was never a great champion, having taken over from the fluke himself, James "Buster" Douglas. Douglas took over from fallen champ "Iron" Mike Tyson.

The only decent champion since Tyson lost was Riddick Bowe. At least he could have been. But having a string of title defenses against glorified sparring partners such as Michael "Where Am I?" Dokes and Jesse "What Am I Doing Here?" Ferguson were atrocious. And then he goes out and loses to Holyfield. Finally, there was Leonvis Lewis. Personally I think the fact that Lewis won a title by picking it out of a garbage can is enough of an insult. I’ll leave it at that.

Lest face it: the heavyweight division was in trouble. Mike Tyson getting out of prison next year was the best hope for this class of fighters to again rise to prominence. Of course that was a blatantly obvious statement.

Then big, bad George stepped up. His puffy eye and even puffier physique rolled with the punches. If only for one moment in time, he defied his age and his skeptics to become the WBA (World Boxing Association) and IBF (International Boxing Federation) champions. Now even if boxing still seems farcical, it is at least interesting. Because you would watch the big, old man fight anyone.

His landing of the right hand to Moore’s chin was the perfect ending to the perfect comeback. Maybe you could have imagined it happening. It was all just so improbable. But it just goes to show you that dreams can come true. Just like Big George’s did Saturday night.

---

**Fearless Forecasts**

BRIANFalzarano, SPORTS EDITOR (13-23):

Giants - 1 over Cards. I’m picking the lesser of two evils.

Oilers - 1 over Bengals. Hey Prophet, at least the Oilers beat Cincy once!

Chiefs - 3 over Chargers. Montana gets his paycheck.

Vikings - 2 1/2 over Pats. I hold me to it: If I go 0-4, I’ll let Tom Tracy do picks.

GREG MAGSWEENY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF (19-17):

Packers - 6 over Jets. The Pack is back.

Niners - 3 over Cowboys. Harper’s out, 49er O-line is back!

Lions - 10 over Bus. Sanders is the best RB in football.

Chiefs - 3 over Chargers. Joe will prevail again!

GLEN STEINBERG, ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR (16-18):

Giants - 1 over Arizona. The losing streak ends here!

Green Bay - 6 over Jets. Jets are going nowhere!

Houston + 1 over Cincinnati. Two games in a row? I don’t think so.

Minnesota - 2 1/2 over Patriots. Patriots are going downhill.

Saints - 2 1/2 over Atlanta. New Orleans has Mardi Gras.

CHRIS HINCK, MANAGING EDITOR (20-12):

Arizona + 1 over Giants. Giants suck.

Chicago + 7 1/2 over Miami. Miami’s done well, but they can’t keep winning.

Dallas + 3 over San Fran. C’mon, lose to San Fran? Please.

Kansas City - 3 over San Diego. Easy win over Chargers.

Minnesota - 2 1/2 over Patriots. Bill Parcells brought Giants suckiness to N.E.

Atlanta + 2 1/2 over Saints. They’re ready to go.

THE PROPHET (17-19):

Saints - 2 1/2 over Falcons. Saints wear halos.

Seahawks - 6 over Broncos. Seahawks ready to start their “A” game.

Cowboys - 3 over Niners. Dallas is rolling.

Packers - 6 over Jets. Why not, says I.

---

**PARTING SHOTS**

I have an idea. I am going to bitch and moan to the media and to my teammates that I don’t get the ball enough. Then I am going to tell anyone who will listen that I am the greatest player at my position in the game. But I’m going to make myself look stupid by not backing it up.

Oof! JETS tight end JOHNNY MITCHELL beat me to it.

Can someone explain to me how SHAQUILLE O’NEAL got his own video game?

Sure he is popular. Whatever. But that has nothing to do with him being some big-shot kung-fu fighter.

I should get my own game. No idea what it would be about. Maybe I could be a quarterback who ups his rating and earns a multi-million dollar contract by throwing interceptions.

No, that would be DAVE BROWN’s video game.

I’m on a roll this week. And when I am hot, stay out of my way.

O’Neal did a rap album. Great. It just goes to show you that people will buy ust anything.

If that’s the case, then I want to cut my own album. Granted it would be horrible. But if Shaq can do it, why can’t I.

Pearl Jam- Nov. 22 on vinyl. I’m like, there, dude, or something.

Sorry about that last line. See you in seven.

---

**Red Hawks Sports Week**

Sports/Thursday, November 10, 1994

**Football**

Saturday, Nov. 5

Rowan at MSU * 1:30 p.m.

Men’s and Women’s Swimming:

Wednesday, Nov. 16

MSU at Drew 2 p.m.

* - at Sprague Field, + - at Red Hawk Pool

---

Let’s get this straight: you need to know the score of your favorite MSU team but can’t wait to find out. The MSU Sports Hotline can solve your problem at 655-7645.
The thrill of victory!

Football routs Jersey City St., 42-10, on Saturday to up its record to 4-5 (Steinberg p. 36.).

Soccer loses in ECAC's to Vassar (p. 37)

Speaking Up: Rob Chesney (p. 36)

Red Hawks Happenings (p. 36)